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Outgoing Senate passes PIRG resolution
By TINO LUCENTE

Heights Staff Writer
The Senate passed a MassPIRG
resolution that recommends funding
of $26,000 for next year by a
cliffhanger vote of 12-11 in its final
and certainly most emotional
meeting Tuesday night.
The meeting, which lasted over
three hours, erupted into shouting
on several occasions as personalities
clashed and the debate raged on the
agenda's only topic?the fate of
MassPIRG.

That issue has been a major topic
of discussion and debate in the
UGBC ever since Pye denied
funding to BCPIRG this year. The
problem has finally been solved, in
the Senate at least, but the decision
will ultimately rest with UGBC
President Chris Hentemann.
The resolution, submitted by
Senate Chairperson Jeff Ackerman,
UGBC Finance Chairperson Scott
Ashline, and Senator Greg
Redmond, recommends to the
Executive branch that half of PIRG's
regular funding, $26,000, be

Dedication of student
leaders honored by BC
JEAN GRAHAM
Heights Senior Staff Writer

By

Student leaders from across the

university gathered together to
celebrate and recognize the
accomplishments of the past year at

the annual Office of the Dean for
Student Development Leadership
Awards Banquet
Robert Sherwood, Dean for
Student Development, began the
evening by celebrating the diversity
of programming that has been
sponsored this year by &C groups.
He also listed briefly the range of
activities, clubs, and groups that BC
students have available to them.
The recipients of the awards were
nominated by their peers or advisors
and chosen by an Awards Selection
Committee consisting of Margaret
Dever, English Department; Joseph
Soto, A&S '90; Judy Mascioli,
Student Affairs; MerZovko, Student
Development; Sean Kennedy, A&S
'90; and Carole Hughes, Student
Development.
The Skills Award for Leadership

was given to Jesus Rosa, A&S '89
who is UGBC Vice President for
AHANA. Sheila Shaw-Horton,
Assistant Dean for ODSD said Rosa
had increased intercultural
awareness through the programming
of the Sam Anson lecture, a
presentation to the Board of Trustees
about the state of AHANA affairs,
prejudice training for UGBC and the
administration, and as a student
facilitator in the Emerging Leaders
program.
Rosa said, "To be an effective
leader you can only be as good as
the people around you. I do not
stand here for myself alone. I stand
for the people who created the
concept of AHANA, the members
of the AHANA caucus, ASIA, BSF,
OLAA, and ODSD. AHANA
students do stand on an equal level."
Christopher Downing, A&S '89,
president of the Chorale, received a
Certificate of Merit for Leadership.
The Skills Award for Programming
was given to Christopher
Varona, page 20

allocated next year. The resolution
also stipulates that future funding of
the BC chapter be contingent on
campus visibility to prove "that
MassPIRG is worthy of ourfunding."
The Senate began the meeting by
invalidating the MassPIRG petition
because of several violations bv
PIRG, including falsified signatures
and improper petitioning procedure.
Richard Girard, again leading the
attack to kill BCPIRG, moved that the
Senate dissolve the agreement of the
petition and invalidate its signatures,
claiming that '[the Senate's] part of
the bargain is shattered.' The motion
was passed by a vote of 14-9.
The Senate then moved on to
make sense out of the ruins.
Ackerman, Ashline, and Redmond
made a courageous stand when they
brought their resolution onto the
floor, but met a hard wall of
opposition.
Many senators, especially Girard,
argued that since the petition was

dead, then the BC chapter of PIRG

should also be dead. Citing
continued problems during the

months of negotiations, Girard student support. He called his
wanted a Senate mandate to deny resolution "a fair compromise."
any money for next year.
Jeff Ackerman, who stepped down
Girard said that, besides rules of from the Chair to participate in the
the petition being broken, "that the debate and the vote, also said that
spirit of the petition has been the petition could not be written off.
violated as well."
He said that the petition was meant
Senator Tom Dorgan said that to "pulse the students and monitor
"MassPIRG is not an on-campus PIRG's support."

Even though there were some violations, the
petition could not be ignored, nor could the

obvious student support.
club," and therefore they should not
be funded with the student activities
fee. "It is not our responsibility to
fund them," he argued.
Redmond refuted that, however,

saying "we are the body lo fund
MassPIRG." He said that while he
did not sign the petition himself,
"there is a significant number of

students who did." Redmond said
that even though there were some
violations, the petition could not be
ignored, nor could the obvious

Ackerman said, "we put
[MassPlßG] to a challenge, and they
met it." He called that fact "a
political defeat" to him and other
Senators, but that they must accept
that and move on.

Ackerman finished his argument

by saying "the students, in my mind,
have spoken. We can't sit back and
send them a message that we do not
respect what they say. We need to

Fate, page 11

Pro-Life week features open forum
By JOANNA KASELIS
Heights Staff Writer

Should

v. Wade be
Many students
participated in an open forum on
abortion to debate the answer to this
question on April 12.

Roe

overturned?

The event was part of Pro-Life
Week sponsored by the Pro-Life
Coalition of Boston College.
Pro-life activists Ruth Pakaluk,
President of the Massachusetts
Citizens for Life, and Dr. Stephen
Schwarz, Professor of Philosophy at
the University of Rhode Island and
member of the board of Catholics for
Life in Rl, gave brief presentations.
None of the invited pro-choice
activists were able to speak at the
forum.
Students and faculty participated in an open forum discussing
Almost every pro-choice group in whether Roe v. Wade should be overturned.
the state was called, but nobody
wanted to come, according to Fr. for this reason. Less than three that's what every woman does when
Ronald Tacelli, SJ, a philosophy
percent of the 1.5 million which she has an abortion."
Pakaluk concluded her argument
professor at BC. As a result, the have been performed since the
stating that "pregnancy is not a
by
was
for
the
audience
Roe
open
forum
left
v.
Supreme Court decision of
sickness
and new human beings are
to discuss, debate, and question the
1973,"
Wade in
said Pakaluk.
speakers and each other on whether
Those would be the only not diseased tissue. It should be
or not Roe v. Wade should be and
instances for which abortion would noted that women are never told
will be overturned as a result of the be legal in most states, given enough anything about the tissue that's
hearing of the Webster case by the time, if Roe v. Wade were erased, going to be removed. Very few
women seeking abortions do so
Supreme Court on April 26, 1989. said Pakaluk.
Pakaluk began her presentation by
The main point of Pakaluk's with the full knowledge of the
raising the question of "what would
argument was that "the abortion possible complications and also full
were
happen if Roe v. Wade
mentality views male reproductive knowledge of the alternatives
erased?" She stated the results of behavior as normal and women's available..."
polls which show that the majority reproductive system is viewed as a "The abortion industry makes
of American citizens would favor liability something that has to be money off of women in weak,
vulnerable situations...there are
abortion being legal in the first three fought against."
months of pregnancy for situations
Pakaluk then questioned, "in more constructive, life-affirming
like rape, incest, threat to mother's what other context would a perfectly answers to offer them. Reversal of
health as well as her life, and if the healthy woman pay $200 to force Roe v. Wade is a necessary first step
baby were handicapped.
sharp instruments inside her body
Pakaluk, page 13
"A minority of abortions are done and cut out healthy, living tissue? But
?

Wheelchair racers were the record-breaking winners in the
Boston Marathon yesterday. Phillipe Couprie won the men's
race with a time of 1:38:37. Connie Hansen broke the
women's record with a time of 1:50:06.

?Greg Redmond
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A job fair for educational featuring over 100 New England
School Districts
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Boston Park Plaza Hotel "The Castle."
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By MBTA take Greenline

to

Arlington Station.

Summer Job Search Workshop 1:30-2:30 Career Center
job Search Part t Workshop 10:00-11:00 Career Center
Computer Science Majors Junior Meeting
4:30-5:30 Fulton and SOM Honor's Lounge

I
I

J° b Search Part n WorkshoP 3:30-4:30 Career Center
Accounting Majors Junior Meeting
4:30-5:30 Fulton, SOM honor's Lounge

I
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Summer Job Search. Workshop 3:30-4:30 Career Center

I

Career/Life Planning Workshop 2:00-3:30
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Campus growth leaves BC clubs homeless
By DENISE ANGELO

The practice space of many of
Boston College's clubs is rapidly
becoming non-existent, ironically

as a result of campus development.
With the university's new
expansion program, including the
construction of Conte Forum and

the future chemistry building,
students are being forced to find
alternate places to hold practice and
store equipment.

Until this year, most clubs
requiring gym floor space had
practiced in Campion Gym. The
clubs included karate, crew,
cheerleading, dance ensemble and
whoever else could reserve space in
the gym.
Campion is now in the process of
being renovated into offices, leaving

only a small wooden floor to be
used by Campus School.
When Conte Forum opened in
October, varsity sports teams moved
out of Roberts Center. This move
gave several clubs and student
activities an alternate practice area.
Roberts Center, however, is set for
demolition at the end of May,
leaving these clubs on their own
once again.
Finding space to practice has been
a year-long ordeal for club
presidents. Two main problems that
students have had in their gym space
search have been:
1. There is simply no other space
available
2. Communication between the
offices in the administration that
work with students on space

planning and club officers has not
been satisfactory.
"Theadministration gives us space
but they would take it away just as
fast if something else came up," said
Matt Marcotte, '90, captain of the BC
cheerleading squad.
Many club presidents voiced
sentiments similar to those of
Marcotte about the way the
administration deals with them. The
students said they feel as if the
university, more particularly, the
offices of the Dean for Student
Development(ODSD), the athletic
department, and the Bureau of
Conferences(BOC) does not care
what happens to thefuture of these
clubs.
This semester, a schedule was
drawn up by ODSD for the use of
Roberts Center. In a one week span,

the gym was to be shared by the
karate club, the graduate student
soccer program, varsity Softball, and
varsity baseball, said Greg Yoch, '89,
president of the BC Shotokan karate
club. The wrestling team, the
cheerleaders, and dance ensemble
also use the gym or Roberts foyer,
said Yoch.
"The problem is no one knows
who controls what, or what clubs
are supposed to practice where,"
said
Yoch.
"There's
no

interest in health and recreation at

the college.
Duffy said the Flynn Recreation
Complex was not built for a student
population of over 8,000 students.
So where does that leave the clubs
that were counting on having
practice and storage space for next
year?
As things stand now the university
has no immediate solutions to this
problem and everything is in the

discussion stage.

Speaker views abortion effects
By KAREN A. BROPHY
Heights Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Joanne Angelo discussed the
"unresolved grief" that both women
and men experience after an
abortion and said the lack of
documentation of "post-abortion
syndrome" stems from the lack of
controlled reasearch done in that
area.
"Unresolved grief" must be dealt
with by the woman and man who
are affected directly by an abortion,
said Angelo.
'The abortion is a sudden, violent

killing of a baby before it is born.
There is real guilt in the decision to
abort. The mother always has an
ambivalent relationship to the baby,"
said Angelo when citing reasons for
post-abortion syndrome.
Angelo told students last Thursday
evening in Gasson 305 about
post-abortion syndrome, using
several cases she had treated or ones
of which her colleagues had
informed her.
Linda, a woman who was in the
military and became pregnant,
experienced psychological difficulties after deciding to have an

abortion, said Angelo. Linda was
Catholic and did not believe in
abortions, but she could not marry
the man who impregnated her and
she was being traumatized by the
decision she had to make, said
Angelo.
Linda was advised, in the
psychiatric ward of the military
hospital (she had attempted suicide
as a solution to her pregnancy), to
have an abortion, said Angelo.
After being discharged from the
hospital, Linda was relieved, as most
women are directly after an
abortion, Angelo stated.
However, in the ensuing months
Linda developed a problem with
alcohol and drug abuse and had an
eating disorder. After therapy, Linda
was able to recover from these
problems and marry the man who
had impregnated her, said Angelo.
Angelo related more stories about
women who had experienced the
same type of situation after having
abortions.
However, Angelo said, most
women leave an abortion clinic
feeling "pretty good," and do not
experience post-alx)rtion syndrome
until days, months, weeks or even
years later. The average span of time
within which most people
experience the trauma is eight to ten
years.
It is this possible delay and the

lack of documented, controlled
in this field, that explains
why U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop could not find enough
documentation to support the
theory that people suffer from

research

Dr. Joanne Angelo lead the discussion on post-abortion syndrome.
The event was part of the Pro-Life Week activities.

I

Speaker, page 22

BC's Karate Club is just one of the clubs that will be homeless
when Roberts Center closes its doors for demolition after
Commencement in May. Greg Yoch, pictured above, is the captain
of the Karate Club.
Kevin Duffy said that his office,
communication between the
departments or within each athletic director Bill Flynn, and BOC
are surveying what Roberts Center,
department," he said.
An example of the lack of Campion Gym, and the Plex are
in
the being used for as far as space to see
communication
administration is illustrated by the how the space can be found.
cheerleading squad's situation.
The following ideas are being
Kevin Thompson, senior member of tossed around as solutions.
the squad, explained. "One day we
1. The practice gym in Conte
showed up for practice and there Forum is a possibility but clubs will
was a lock on the door [of Campion have to be scheduled around varsity
Gym] and that's when we were told team practices as a result.
2. Putting more clubs in the Plex
'Oh, by the way, Campion is now
closed permanently. Come collect
is another possibility but there is not
enough space in there for student
your stuff.'
The space problem is also effecting activity now.
3. The Quonset Hut, which
several varsity sports. Varsity softball
recently
baseball
have
been
suffered
a fire earlier in the year, is
just
and
allowed to hold preseason practices scheduled for reconstruction this
summer.
in the practice gym of Conte Forum.
4. A final idea that was thrown on
Chris Comeau '89, senior member
of the varsity softball team, explains the table was the possibility of
why Conte Forum is not a good clearing out classrooms at night for
club use.
place to practice. "They [the Athletic
All of these ideas are only in the
Department] won't let us use real
balls. We have to use rubber balls discussion stage. No concrete plans
which affects pitching and hitting are set for next year leaving many
because there is a different weight clubs with the possibility of not
existing.
and grip to the rubber balls."
problem
How could
this
"It's ironic," said the Dean for
concerning the lack of space for Student Development, Robert
student clubs occur on a campus as Sherwood, "You would think that
large as BC?
there would be enough space with
President
for
Vice
the
new athletic facility and the Plex.
Duffy,
Kevin
Student Affairs, attributes the This is an area that needs immediate
problem to the recent surge in attention."
'

"

Voices from the Marathon

By Paul Zampitella
and Celeste Day

Where do you think they're all going?

Marjorie Davis, A&S '91
Paul Zampitella, A&S '90
Filene's Basement.

Andrea Carey, A&S '90
Kristyn Martin, SOM '90
From Mary Daly's feminism

class.

Kerry Buckley,
Monica Singh,
Deema Abu Ghazaleh,
Denise Stahlie, '91

To Citi.

Miguel R. Correa, SOM 89

Christopher Guella,
SOM '89

To Dunkin' Donuts.

Joe Jabar, Bill Pessin,

Ellen Blumenberg,
Kelly Sullivan, '91

To Hell in a bucket, but at
least they're enjoying the
ride.
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Housing ministry pushes for chapter at BC
By INGRID SCHROFFNER
Heights Assistant to the Editor

"Rather than just a loose
affiliation, we want to push for an

actual chapter at Boston College,"
said Florian Wanger, Habitat for
Humanity of Boston, Campus
Chapter Coordinator for the
Northeast.
Habitat Boston, an affiliate of
Habitat for Humanity International,
defines itself as a "non-profit
Christian ecumenical housing
ministry building decent homes in
partnership with low-income
families." It provides secure,
affordable living space to families
who may have previously spent 50
to 60 percent of their income on
rent.

Habitat Boston also claims

\u25a0i

to

"link urban and suburban churches

"A construction ground is a place

in greater Boston" as Christians
involved in "love in action." Their
belief is that "home ownership is a
vital step in creating self-esteem in

know each other, not as
faculty members or students, or
Republican or Democrat, but as

both families and neighborhoods."
Sponsored by PULSE, Wenger
proposed the organization of a BC
chapter of Habitat last Thursday
afternoon during a presentation.
"We need

to

educate the

campuses with hands-on experience
about homelessness and the Boston
housing crisis," said Wanger.
"Habitat started involving campuses
because it's important to not only
educate your mind, but to do your
part," and the "best way to do this
is through a project." He said he saw
a project as "a beautiful vehicle to
bring people together."

We Have The Keys
To Your Next
Apartment!

to get to

government housing, we

don't build
houses for people from the distance
of an office desk. The future
homeowners are challenged to work

A construction ground is a place to get to
know each other, not as faculty members or
students, or Republican or Democrat, but as
people.
?Florian Wanger
people," said Wanger.

Wanger explained that "unlike

in

"participate with sweat equity"
putting 300-400
hours of
construction into their future
?

homes,"

Another reason tor "building
houses with rather than for, people"
is practicality. Wanger said "you
don't put a carpet in a house for
people who, because they never had
carpets, don'tknow how to take care
of them." In addition, they might, as

partnership with us." In other

words,

he

said,

they

mus.

Volunteers, page 14

Congratulations

1989-90 UGBC Senators!
Class of 1990 Senators: Susan Eggers, James

Rooney, Andrew McMillin, Cathy Stanton, Mathew
Connon, Gregory Shenkman, Susan Pepin, John

Hughes (commuter).

?

?

Act Now and we'll show you the
largest selection of great apartments at fair rates.
We specialize in student rentals
and charge low fees

CALL NOW: 254-8117

TM&lsenbeig
1577 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BRIGHTON, MA 02135

Class of 1991 Senators: Walter Timilty, Pheobe

Libarle, Katie O'Neill, Christine Alaimo, Don Niss,
Thomas LeClair, Katie Prassas, Michael Driscoll
(commuter).
Class of 1992 Senators: T.J. Martinez, Lisa
Noller, Chad Smith, Dimitrios Angelis, Christine
Lynch, Lou Kodumal, Thomas O'Shea, Jason Panos
(commuter).

m

I Bay Realty Group,
"Specialists

in Boston

Inc.

77
Rentals
College Apartment

Have one of our experienced brokers show you housing
for September (many apartments now available!)
Cleveland Circle, Commonwealth Ave. (Sutherland Break)

Call 782-6666 or stop by 183 Harvard Ave.
(Near Father's First)

Large Student Discount Available
with this AD!

Heights
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Gassett wins Fulton debate, Duffy honored
sanctions on the
of
government South Africa.
The two participants for the
debate were Lisa Marie Ameden '90
and Christopher Gassett '89,
(President of The Fulton Debating
Society). The debaters, explained
Gassett, were chosen by Dale
Herbeck, Director of Forensics, and
were given a side to defend.
Ameden spoke first and referred
additional

By BILL MURPHY

Heights Assistant News Editor
The Fulton Prize Debate, an
annual tradition at Boston College
since the Fulton Debating Society
was founded in 1870, was held at
McCuinn Auditorium on April 11th.
The topic of the debate was on the
controversial issue of whether or not
the United States should impose

to additional sanctions as a way for
the United States to "fulfill a moral
responsibility" and as the "only way

apartheid."
defending
Gassett,
the
anti-sanction side, stated that it is a
to end

misperception to see "anyone
anti-sanction as pro-apartheid." He
claimed that sanctions would force
the South African government to

"increase apartheid" and "take

away the few rights they(the black
South Africans) have" by taking away
their jobs in American firms.
The debate would continue while
gradually developing into a question
of morality. Ameden said it is
immoral to "perpetuate the South
African economy and political

hold" by

dealing with

upon receiving the award.
He humorously recalled his
meetings with the debating society
and also spoke of our era as a time
of too many extremes, referring to
the pro-choice vs. pro-life issue as an

example.

Dr. Kevin Duffy saw the Fulton
Debating Society as an answer to the
extremes and appropriately ended
the night by defining the debating
society as a group that "stands for
the premise that there can be two
opposing views that are valid."

Our thoughts andprayers are with you andyour
family, Cynthia, during this time of sorrow.
?the Heights

staff

the

oppressive government.
Gassett claimed it would be
immoral to take away jobs and
"increase the economic hardship"
of the people. His position was to

The annual Fulton Prize Debate was held last Tuesday night in
McGuinn Auditorium. The two BC students debated whether the
U.S. should impose additional sanctions on the government of
South Africa. Kevin Duffy, the Dean for Student Development was
also awarded the "1989 Fultonian of the Year" for exemplifying
the ideals of the Debating Society.

slowly end apartheid through
reform.
The debaters would not only be
judged on the evidence they had to
support each ideology, but would
also be judged on the delivery and
style of the speech. On this night the
winner of the 1989 Fulton Prize
Debate would be Christopher
Gassett, but from the sounds of
applause, it was clear the audience
appreciated the efforts of both
speakers.
One more prize was to be given
before the night ended. The "1989
Fultonian of the Year" award, which
is given to a campus leader who
exemplifies the ideals of the Society,
was presented by Donald White,
Dean of the Graduate College of
Arts and Sciences, to Dr. Kevin
Duffy.
Duffy, Vice President of Student
Affairs, and a member of the Boston
College faculty since 1968, spoke

The Cost of
Education Just
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MACINTOSH PLUS
(Boston College community only)

Now you can gain the competitive edge with Macintosh, Apple's® most popular
personal computer. Apple gives you the extra edge to do your work. Faster, Better,
Smarter, and now Cheaper. For writing term papers, creating graphics, analyzing
projects, classifying facts Macintosh can handle all of your school needs. And
graduating seniors, this is your last chance to take advantage of your student discount.
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Our Corned Beef and Pastrami have always
made headlines, but now they've been voted
NUMBER ONE in Boston by a panel of experts who
ate their way around town. B&D The Deli upstaged
Provisers, Stage and Rubin's too. Next time you
crave some juicy Corned Beef or Pastrami, forget
the rest and get the best, only at B&D The Deli.
You call 232-3727. We deliver for a minimal fee.
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A & S SENIORS
Commencement
Announcements are now
ready and can be picked up
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A

&

S Dean's Office
Gasson 109

Please bring your

completed
Senior Survey form.
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To the Editor:
We find it very ironic that the letter
written by Paul G. McCullagh in the
April 11, 1989 issue of The Heights
was shaded in grey, when the views
expressed in the letter reveal an

of Boston College
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attitude which seems capable only
of seeing things in a black-or-white
context. Mr. McCullagh appears to
be among the frighteningly large
number of citizens who are being
manipulated daily into believing
that any voices of dissent which arise
in oppositiion to United States

Soviet state. Our opposition to this
oppressive system, however, does
not require us to support a similar
American system. Nor does our
opposition to United States
involvement in Central America
require us to support the policies or
actions of the Sandinistas, the
Cubans, or the Soviets. The claim
that the organizers of the slide
presentation and protest, people

who have studied and seen Central
America (the real one, not the one
with all the beaches and hotels)
"misrepresent the current situation
activities
are
in
El Salvador" is reflective of the
government
automatically and necessarily myopic view of people who see the
supportive of Soviet style "national interest" as nothing more
communism. This myth, that there than the interest of the privileged
is no other option than that of US classes. The national interest of
style "democracy," and Soviet style which Mr. McCullagh and so many
"communism," is a ploy used by the others speak, has no validity when
dominant
individuals and such interest includes the
corporations in our society to exploitation and colonization of
maintain the blind allegiance of the so-called Third World countries.
It is interesting that Mr.
bulk of its citizenry, and to discredit
any deviation from the ideas of the McCullough concludes his article
by attacking The Heights for
status quo by branding such ideas
or
presenting "only one side of the
"wrong."
as "evil"
and
like
do
many
however,
us,
issue," when it is really the author
We,
himself, as well as many others, who
not subscribe to this simplified
outlook. We see the situation in choose to see only one side of the
Central America, and around the issue. It may be true that our
world; we see the racial, sexual, and participation, and that of our
economic discrimination and colleagues, in the events mentioned,
violence; we see the ecological does not necessarily or immediately
crisis which threatens to engulf us, represent "a new level" of social
and we refuse the structures which awareness. We would like to remind
Mr. McCullough, however, that
sustain such a situation. Capitalism
"socially aware" begins with
being
similar,
in
and communism are very
aware.
being
that they are both branches of the
larger system of corporate
dominance and international
hatred. We are disgusted by the
state-controlled violence and
Vinnie Miller, A&S '90
Tim Welsh, A&S '90
exploitation which exists within the

Forum, two new dorms, and a new chemistry building), clubs that once had
space are now in desperate need of a place to hold meetings and events. The
new renovation of the Campion Gym, which is being changed to office space,
is making it impossible for several clubs to use the gym. Also, the impending
demolition of Roberts Center is adding to the problem.
The Karate Club, Crew Club, varsity softball, varsity baseball, Dance Ensemble,
cheerleading, and others have lost their practice space. The administration has
offered several alternatives, but none are solidified or promising.
The varsity teams cannot practice effectively in the new Conte Forum because
they are not allowed to use real balls, which makes pitching and hitting practice
virtually impossible. The other clubs are having similar problems. For instance,
one of the alternatives the administration is offering is using classrooms at night.
The Karate Club cannot practice in such a small area. The administration has
also suggested using the practice gym in Conte Forum. However, the tight
booking of this room makes it difficult for the clubs to keep a consistent schedule
for practices.
To the Editor:
Complex.
This
Another alternative is giving the clubs time in the Recreation
In the April 11 issue of The Heights
is also problematic because there are too many activities happening there already I explored the male viewpoint. Now
I see a need to refine it. When I
and scheduling new ones would be extremely difficult.
wrote
that letter, I thought that it
It is unfortunate that a University with so much space cannot accommodate
would probably be somewhat
the clubs that have already been established on campus.
controversial. I did not expect,
The administration, and specifically the Office of the Dean for Student however, that the controversy would
over people's misunderDevelopment (ODSD), need to offer some real alternatives soon. They must arise
standing of my letter. I presented a
realize that the students need viable options in order to continue their clubs common and dangerous male
next semester. There are many buildings on campus, such as O'Connell House attitude in the first two paragraphs,
and urged support of the AHANA
and Murray House, that might be able to supply rooms to various clubs.
and Women's Network petition in
problems,
needs to concentrate the last, support that is dearly
ODSD, which was formed to help with club
needed because of this attitude.
on this situation. In order for these clubs to remain in existence, they need rooms. Many
people greeted the letter
BC will lose several groups that offer a lot to the University. Robert Sherwood, enthusiastically, but many were so
by the first two paragraphs
Dean for Student Development, praised the diversity of clubs on this campus enraged
that they missed its whole point.
and now he is having difficulty ensuring the growth of these clubs. The
administration must give this issue a top priority in order to encourage and enrich
If you were upset by my letter,
well...good.
I have encountered far
the expansion and the continuation of clubs on this campus.
too many people who are not at all

Male viewpoint clarified
degrading sexist talk. Yes, the
wording was harsh, but I assure you
that it is no less harsh when you are
not around to hear it firsthand. It is
time for people to act, to say to
themselves and to one another,
"we're not going to take this
degradation anymore!" Sexism,
racism, and homophobia are
problems on our campus, and they
must be challenged and done away
with now. One challenge to these
problems would be the freshman
orientation program and the "isms"
classes that are called for in the
petition.
In defenseof myself, all I can say
is that I hope you now understand.
Those of you who were going to
send copies of my letter home to my
parents so that they can see what an
awful kid I've been need not bother,
as I plan to do the same myself. They
know me, so I think they'll get it.

Heights salutes BC's student leaders
strike Lyons
The Heights would like to congratulate all the winners of awards at last week's Vandals
upset

ODSD Awards Banquet. Jesus Rosa was presented The Skills Award for
Leadership, which is given to a student who has successfully developed and
exercised effective skills in leadership. Rosa's work as AHANA President and
UGBC Vice President for AHANA Issues has helped to increase the level of
intercultural awareness on campus. Chris Hentemann received The Skills Award
for Programming. David Healey of BC bOp! won The Skills Award for Creativity.
Jennifer Pepi and Todd Moran were both voted The St. Ignatius Award for Student
Involvement for commitment to Christian values. Elisa Vela was presented with
The St. Ignatius Award for Personal Development, and Tony Varona won The
Brian D.S. Hall Leadership Award. These students and all the others who were
honored at the banquet have clearly demonstrated that students can make a
difference at Boston College, and The Heights salutes them.

Students
should
weekend, three
This

harassment
harassed they walked

report

students were verbally
as
past an
apartment on Commonwealth Avenue. The students reported the incident, and
the Boston College Police caught one of the perpetrators who was still harassing
other students from his window.
It is important for students to report such incidents to the police, ff a student
is harassed, he or she should report it immediately so the BC Police can
effectively eliminate the attitude which allows students to scream obscenties
and racist remarks across this campus.

by~ such dangerous and

To the Editor:

During my four years at Boston
College, I have witnessed many
transformations at our school. Aside
from the obvious physical additions
and tuition increases, the biggest
change is in the student body itself.
Today's BC students are much more
active, especially when the issues
are social or political in nature, i.e.
Oliver North, MassPIRG and Mary
Daly. However, we must know and
understand the limits of our actions.
While I was walking to Hillsides
from Welch on the night of April
10th, I noticed two females deface
Lyons Hall by spray-painting "A pox
on this house." I immediately
phoned the BC 5-0 upon arriving in
my room and reported what I had
just witnessed.
What those five words from
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
signify, I do not know, though I have
an idea. But I do know that the two
females destroyed one of the more
beautiful buildings on campus in the
name of whatever their cause was.
To the two females, I simply state
that there are better and less

Derek McDonald, A&S '91

damaging ways to get your ideas
across to the rest of us. Perhaps you
can issue flyers or make posters.
How about writing a letter to one of

the school's newspapers?
It is good that everyone has beliefs
in something or another, and is
willing to unreservedly support its
cause: however, we must know
where to "draw the line." Just as you
do not see anyone writing "Save the
Whales", or "Down with Commies"
on Tip, you will not see me painting
"I love money" all over Fulton.
Cesar Capio, Jr., A&S '89

Crossword Puzzles
The Heights is seeking
student-created
crosswords to be run
every week.
Interested students
should contact Karen
In McElroy 113 for
more information.
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Commentary / Marc Adams and Kirsten Tuttle

Rainforests endangered by corporations
A day dedicated to heightening
campus awareness of rainforest
destruction will be held on Friday,
April 21 in conjunction with the
Environmental Action Committee's
(EAC) Environmental Awareness
Week. We hope to see you on the

Dustbowl.

Tropical rainforests are a vital part
of the life support system of our
planet. If theydon't survive, we don't
survive. And at the current rate of
destruction, the last tropical
rainforest will be gone in less than
a single life span.
Biologically, the rainforests are the
richest regions on earth. They are
home to over five million species of
plants, animals, and insects (40-50
percent of all living things!) as well
as providing a homeland to
hundreds of thousands of indiginous
tribal people who have inhabited
the forests for 50,000 years.
Since 1963, more than half of the
world's five billion acres of rainforest
have been destroyed. The
deforestation has spanned from
Amazonia through West Africa and
southeast Asia. Malaysian logging
companies are destroying the forests

of Sarawak at the rate of five square
miles per day.
Sarawak is on the northern side of
the island of Borneo, which lies off
the Malaysian mainland in southeast
Asia. These forests are among the
world's oldest and most diverse.
When these native homelands were
invaded by loggers ten years ago,
Penan, Kelabit, and Kayan
tribespeople protested the logging
companies by peacefully gathering
to block transient logging roads.
They petitioned the state
government in Sarawak and the
national government on the
Malaysian mainland. The once
primitive Penans found themselves
defending preservation of the land
which sustains their life and
livelihood.
These
official
organizations have ignored, misled,
lied to and even threatened the
native people.
The Malaysian logging industry is
not only responsible for the massive
depletion of the native's fishing and
medicinal sources, but also the
commercial logging of vast amounts
of tropical timber, 80 percent which
goes directly to Japan. The U.S. and
Japan, in need of cheap wood fiber,

manufacture disposable wood
products such as chopsticks and
plywood, that could easily be made
of materials other than tropical
hardwoods.
Other reasons for conversion of
the rainforests include cattle
ranching, road building, and
industrial
agricultural
and
developments, namely construction
of mines and hydroelectric dams.
Most attempts to convert rainforest
into farmland
have failed
disastrously. The apparent reason to
farm on these lands would be to
utilize the fertile soil and nutrients
found in the vegetation. What
nutrients can be found in the soil lie
in the top few inches with the
underlying soil being virtually
sterile. When the trees and other
vegetation are removed, the
nutrients are lost forever.
The Scott Paper Company is
planning a $650 million pulp and
wood chip project which threatens
to claim over 800,000 acres of
Indonesian rainforest. Scott has
proposed a plantation monoculture
of commercial eucalyptus, which
will be used to make toilet paper
and facial tissue.

Since the colonial invasion of Noruru Takeshita, Prime Minister
Sarawak and the incorporation into 3 1 Nagatcho, 2 Chrome
Malaysia, access to the homes of the Chiyodaka, Tokyo, JAPAN
natives has become increasingly
restricted. Formal appeals and
petitions to the government of
Malaysia have failed, forcing the
tribespeople to take measures such
as blockades of bridges and logging
roads. Manipulated by modern
political and economic factors, the
Sarawak tribes need global support.
Government intervention and the
protection of the rights of the
Sarawak peoples is desperately To the
Editors:
needed. A ban on all imported
exotic timber and rainforest products
Amidst all intense battles
as well as a global boycott of all
surrounding the situation with
with various social
corporations involved
issues on campus, !
deforestation is a must. Respectful
managed to concretely figure
have
letters urging alternatives to products out at least one thing. This
derived from rainforest timbers are conclusion
is that a lot of people are
extremely effective. The first step voicing their opinion before they
towards worldwide preservation is stop and think
about what they are
individual awareness.
saying. Boston College is a place
Letters of protest can be directed
where people think they have to
to:
have a say in everything. I'd be
His Excellency Albert S. Talalla,
willing to bet that the overwhelming
Ambassador
majority of students on this campus
Embassy of Malaysia
Would never answer "I don't know
2401 Massachusetts Ave. NW
enough about it" in response to
Washington, DC 20008
"How do you feel about...?" It's just
a prevailing mentality instilled in the
student body that they cannot be
caught without some form of an
answer.
5-0 forgot to clean up THEIR mess.
from this mentality stems the all
Well, scrap the sleep idea, it's too common problem of what I'll
clean-up time.
call "unsubstantiated objections," I
use "objections" instead of "Ideas"
The next morning we were again because that's the form which most
restricted from our room and people's arguments take on this
questioned by my close buddies at campus. Many students find it easier
BC 5-0. A brief setting with the state
to cut down an already established
police was also on our agenda. ideal than to take the time to
Luckily midday came and we were formulate their own. Cod forbid a
allowed to get on with our regular student should be caught
lives. Unfortunately this included opintonless.
preparing Tom's stuff to be moved,
Well, I have news for those guilty
attending his wake and finally of this misconduct. We are here to
attending his funeral.
learn. This implies that there are
The mental anguish these things that we do
not know already,
heartless individuals put my i know this doesn't sit well with
roommate and me through cannot many of
you, but it's something you
be relayed in words. I ask, as have to accept. This article is written
evidenced by our plight and that of for those people who choose to
Mr. Dering's friend, how often does label my
feminist friends as "dykes."
theßC Police force do things of this It ts written for those whochoose to
nature? Are they not here to serve us, label my friends advocating equal
are they not here to help?
rights as'' I iberal comm ie pigs.'' My
question to you is, "What do you
I address this question to the know
about feminism and equal
UGBC, Fr. Monan and the entire BC rights?"
Before you try to scramble
student body: please can something together an answer, let me put you
be done to prevent these injustices? at ease. I can do this by saying that
I only hope cases such as Mr. I'd be willing to wait for your
Dering's friend's and my own are the
answers until you take thosecourses
exceptionrather than the norm. For
offered here which give you the
some reason I tend to doubt it. knowledge needed in
order to give
Thanks for the
RT 5-0, and a
credible answer.
keep up the good work.
Don't get the wrong impression
from what I've written. I'm no
"know-it-all." The point is that no
one should pretend to be
John P. McKenzie, A&S '90
fslathan Kelly, A&S '92
-

Ideas should
be informed

Campus Police show lack of sensitivity
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to a letter
written by Dave Dering, SOM '92,
which appeared in April 3, 1989's
issue of The Heights. A friend of Mr.
Dering had an extremely difficult
encounter with our beloved Boston
College Police force on March 9th.
Mr. Dering, please inform your
friend he is not alone.
It was my freshman year and I had
come to BC from New Jersey with
no ties. As many of us had, I clung
to my roommates, my best friends.
In two months we formed a bond

stronger than those of friends I had
known for years. At BC, they were
my family.
On November 10,1986,1 woke up
early after little sleep to take my first
midterm at Boston College. The
pressure, lack of sleep and a bout
with an intense ailment, my first
away from my family, had me quite
on edge.
I returned from my test, blowing
off the rest of the day to sleep. When
I entered the room I noticed my
roommate Tom was also asleep.
Without turning on any lights, I
unclothed and went to bed.
Approximately two hours later
Tom went into convulsions. In a
whirlwind of confusion, I watched
helplessly as first a nurse and later
paramedics tried to help. On
November 10, 1986, I watched my
friend Tom Ugalde die.
As the ambulance raced off in an

attempt to get Tom proper treatment
at a hospital, the police ushered me
out of my room. In a T-shirt and a
pair of shorts, I was put in my next

door neighbor's room. I overheard
a BC detective tell another officer to

"keep him away from everybody
else." Before I knew the status of
Tom, I was interrogated by a BC
detective as to what drugs Tom and
I were using. Good work, detective,
get 'im while he's weak and
confused.
I was then escorted by another BC
officer to the hospital. When I asked
if Tom was going to be all right, I
received a heartless sigh, a shake of
the head and nothing more than,
"Well, I just don't know." Way to
reassure a confused 18 year old,
buddy! What's that motto again? Ah
yes, "To SERVE and PROTECT."
I returned from the hospital still
unsure of Tom's status. The staff was
working to revive him, but it looked
bad. When I returned I was AGAIN
interrogated, now by two detectives.
LIES and THREATS dominated their
rhetoric. Anything to make him
crack: dig, dig, dig. Everything I
knew of Tom, our relationship and
our third roommate was discussed.
I held nothing back; there was no
need, for Tom had died of NATURAL
CAUSES. Their mental games had
succeeded
I was completely
bewildered and in tears.
They did not stop. More
questions, more threats over and
over it seemed to never end. I was
?

?

then led down the hallway. I shuffled
by in my neighbor's shoes and
sweats I had to borrow since I was
not allowed in my own room.
Passing by the police line, I glanced
into the room. It was unbelievable.
NOTHING, from the mattress to the
littlest scrap of paper, was left
unopened; every drawer had been
dumped on the floor, all our
possessions scattered about, some
broken like garbage.
I was taken to my RA's room,
where my other roommate also sat.
What I knew in my heart was finally
slammed in my face. I was informed
my friend Tom had not made it; he
was dead.
Now that all hope was gone, the
BC 5-0 gave us some support. They
decided to question both my
how
roommate and me together
of
them.
For
the
first
humane
time
since I found Tom that morning I was
with a friend. I don't believe I was
?

much use to the detectives at this
point, since all I did was cry. If not
for the hug of my friend and
roommate I think I would have had

a complete nervous breakdown.
Later on, we were allowed to
return to our room. It was quite late
and I hadn't eaten, but food didn't
seem to matter. Boy, timeflies when

you're having fun, eh detectives?
The only thing I could think of was
my bed. I needed sleep and I needed
it now. Unfortunately I had to return
to my room only to find it
obliterated. I guess the ol' boys from

BC band advisor responds to article
To the Editor:

reschedule the "shoot" since it had
been set for Tuesday, December 13,
Ms. Kate Canas authored an article
on the morning of a study day before
in your April 11 issue under the exams last December. Ms. Herzog
headline "Lack of Communication
indicated that rescheduling would
Hinders BC Band." Since many of be impossible since the session had
our members have expressed
previously been arranged to
concern over its contents and the accommodate the principals and the
unfounded implications of the producer of the commercials.
article, please accept and publish
When I first spoke with Ms.
this letter in your April 18 issue as Herzog she explained that the
my response to the issues raised
commercials were pointed towards
therein.
promotion of the Multiple Sclerosis
As Acting Director of the BC Band, Walk-a-thon on April 9, and
I was contacted by Mr. Bernie indicated that she would also like
O'Kane of Dr. Duffy's office the Band to participate in the event
concerning the possibility of using on that date. I indicated to her at that
members of the Boston College time that according to Band policy
Band as a background for I could not commit to a performance
promotional
material
and in April without consulting with the
commercial shots with sportscaster officers and subsequently putting
Bob Lobel and a prominent the matter before the students for
professional football player for the approval.
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
Each year the Band accepts a
Walk-a-thon. Although the notice limited number of non-University
was extremely short, I agreed to related performance commitments
accommodate Student Affairs and to raise money to fund activities
contacted Ms. Terry Herzog of MS which are beyond the limits and
to ask if it were possible to scope of budget funds which the

Universtiy is able to supply. These
commitments are generally

approved by the student officers and
then recommended to the Band in
general. It would be unusual for the
marching band to perform in the
spring since our membership during
second semester generally has
focused on concert band, pep band,
jazz ensemble, BC Bop, theater and
academic courses which were in
conflict with band practice times
during first semester.
During my first conversation with
Ms. Herzog, I also asked if the Band
would be featured prominently and
receive appropriate recognition. She
indicated that they would not, but
conceded that the Band is so
distinguished and its uniforms so
identifiable that it would be hard not
to recognize them. The "shoot" was
announced at the next meeting of
our kids at the Band Secret Santa
Christmas gift exchange at which I
apologized for the short notice and
asked any members who could
participate to make themselves
available on the following morning.

The "shoot" was held for
approximately three and one half
hours as scheduled on December
13.

On the day of the shoot, one of the
principals failed to appear leaving
Mr. Lobel and the few Band
members who were able to
rearrange their schedules to
participate in the session. At that
time, Anthony Autori, Associate
Director of the Band and the staff
member who volunteered to
coordinate the efforts of our students
during the session, in response to
her inquiry indicated to Ms. Herzog
once again that it would be unlikely
that the Band could appear in April
because of the reasons cited above.
Subsequently a brochure was
published without notice to the
Band or anyone else related to the
University which headlined "Bob
Lobel and the BC Band" rather than
"Bob Lobel and A Prominent
Professional Football Player" as the
features of the event.
I next heard from Ms. Herzog
early in February when she called

to make "arrangements" for the
Band's appearance in the parade. At

that time, I indicated that the Band
requires five buses and an
equipment truck for transportation
and that it customarily receives a
performance fee. She questioned the
performance fee, indicating that she
assumed that the University met all
fiscal needs and obligations of the
Band. I indicated to her that I felt that
the fee would certainly be
negotiable because of the charitable
nature of the event but that I felt that
their prominent corporate sponsors
which included Canada Dry,
Reebok, The Boston Five, WBZ and
several others should certainly be
able to underwrite at least the cost
of transportation since in that same
brochure which "featured" our
members they had offered trips to
Disney World, participation in a
V.I.P. reception and other prizes as
potential
inducements
to
participants for their efforts. Ms.
Herzog indicated that she would
Communication, page 9
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BC students join protest to benefit homeless
By MARGARET ANN GOETZ

:he people who were there were

Heights Copy Editor

enthusiastic."
The groups, which included
representatives from area colleges
Harvard,
including
Boston
University, Northeastern, Wellesley,
and Tufts, gathered on the Common
at noon to watch a "Pentagon
auction." The Underground Railway
Theatre created a mock auction of
military weapons, complete with an
actor dressed as Uncle Sam as the

Boston College was represented
in a Tax Day protest for "Homes Not
Bombs" held Saturday on the
Boston Common.
A group of approximately twenty
BC students left St. Ignatius parking
lot Saturday morning to take part in
the day of protest and awareness for
the homeless of Boston. The group
assembled as part of Students As a
Voice for Ethics (S.A.V.E.).

auctioneer.

The audience called

out

imagined

prices for the weapons, and the

S.A.V.E. was only one of the
advocacy groups present at the Tax
Day activities. Other groups
included Mass. Jobs with Peace,
New England War Tax Resisters,
Housing Now, and Mass. Coalition
for the Homeless.
Jennifer Pepi, BC representative
for S.A.V.E., noted that "the turnout
vvas small because of the rain, but

bidding continued until the true
price was reached, at which point
the Uncle Sam character declared
the weapon "sold."
"We demand a change in the
policies and priorities that place
military greed before human need,"
declares the Tax Day press release.
The Saturday "Homes Not
Bombs" protest was preceeded by

a memorial service held Friday for
the homeless who died over the
winter.
The weekend activities concluded
Sunday with an 11am service at the

growing category of homeless in
America.
On any given night, 100,000

children along with their parents

look for shelter, according to
statistics from the House Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and
Family.

Arlington Street Church, followed by
a march beginning on the Common
and proceeding to the BU Armory.
The BU-owned Commonwealth
Avenue Armory is one of seven
Boston emergency overflow shelters
scheduled to close in the spring due
to lack of funds. The closing of this
shelter, according to the Tax Day
Protest press release, would force as
many as 460 homeless people out
into the street.
Nationwide, the problem of
adequate housing has reached
gigantic proportions. Certain

societal groups are affected more by
the housing shortage. According to
an article in the Boston Globe on
Tuesday, February 14, families with
children constitute the fastest-

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
Heights Photo by Paul

Zampiteiia

BC students gathered on the Boston Common to protest "Homes
Not Bombs" as part of the Tax Day protest.

on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,

Clifton,

NJ 07015. Or call toll free

1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS, BE ALL YOU CAN BE,
VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE!!

ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

The Heights, Inc. is looking for

Advertising

:

Manager: To handle all Accounts Receivable,
manage national advertising accounts,
generate various reports using Microsoft
File and Multiplan, distribute commissions,
and creatively design weekly paper ad layout.
We seek an extremely talented sophomore or
junior with an accounting background.
Individuals
should be very responsible and willing to work
20
25 hours per week.
-

Sales Manager:

To train, motivate and direct a sales force
in taking advertisements for The Heights.
We are looking for one junior BC Marketing
major who is interested in applying their
Sales Force Management course. We
seek highly motivated creative people who
can effectively deal with various personalities
both inside and outside the Arm.

Positions are paid on a salary or salary and commission basis.
All qualified and interested applicants please submit a resume for review
McEtiroy 113, or call Ara Toroyan at 552-3548.
to The Heights, Inc.

Heights
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Communication problems were not in BC band
Continued from page 7
"get back to me."
I reported my conversation with
Ms. Herzog shortly thereafter to the
officers-elect and our current

President. I was nevercontacted by
Ms. Herzog at any time after that

conversation.
Ms. Canas reported in her article
that she was told by Julie Mott,
whom she identified as project
manager for the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society, as recently as last
week that the Band was scheduled
to appear. Before reading Ms. Canas'
article I had never heard of or had
any contact with Ms. Mott.
On April 13, I contacted MS
headquarters to learn from Ms. Mott
that Ms. Andrea Criscuolo, not Ms.
Mott, was the project manager and
that she, Ms. Mott, was an assistant

who had read a press release
authored by Ms. Herzog to Ms.
Canas which indicated erroneously
that the Band was scheduled to
participate in the walk. Ms. Mott
expressed concern and was quite
apologetic over her error.
The ultimate irony lies in the fact
that I learned on Wednesday from
student president-elect, David
Healy, that he had two conversations
with Ms. Herzog in mid-March
during which he inquired of her
concerning her understanding of the
details of the Band's commitment.
He clearly indicated to her that the
Band had not scheduled the event.
Had Ms. Herzog been responsible
to her charge as an employee of MS,
she certainly could have contacted
me concerning the matter or asked
David to have me contact her. I
doubt that there could have been a

misunderstanding concerning the
commitment since I am sure that
David would have notified me of her
expectations had there been any.
The focus of Ms. Canas' article
was that communication was the
problem in this instance. If that is the
case, I can only say that there was
no doubt in the office of the BC Band
that there was never at any time a
commitment to participate in this
event. The only individual in a
position to secure that commitment
for MS did not do so. Ms. Herzog
indicated to me that she would get
back to me. She did not. She spoke
with one of our members, not once
but twice, and took no action to
secure our participation. If a
communications gap existed, it was
in the offices of the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, not at
Boston College.

The members of the BC Band have
traditionally volunteered their time
in support of a number of events
associated directly and indirectly to
University, charitable and civic
activities. The University in turn has
supported the efforts of our students
in many ways and more specifically
through capital expenditures in
excess of $100,000 within the last
two years for uniforms and
equipment.
Herzog's
Ms.
expectations that the Band jump
onto the "T" to get to the starting
point of the walk; to march 15
kilometers, which is at least twice

the distance of the longest single
parade the Band has ever
participated in; and to return to the
University again on the "T" simply
challenges the bounds of reason and
would seriously jeopardize the

University's investment.

The members of the Band share
the commitment to volunteerism
and charitable commitment of the
entire Boston College community.
This commitment, however, cannot
be exercised either amorphously or
in a vacuum. Had the matter been
addressed
specifically and
responsibly by the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society at any stage in the
process, I have no doubt that the
confusion which has resulted from
their nonfeasance could easily have
been avoided. One simply cannot
expect that the membership or the
staff of the BC Band should do their
jobs for them.
Thank you for the opportunity to
respond to this matter.
Joseph W. Casey, Acting Director

Pye evaluation gets poor grade
To the Editor:

I guess it's now time for the
evaluater to be evaluated. As far as
my understanding goes, The Heights
performed a hatchet-job critique on
Matt Pye's term as UCBC President
for reasons which are totally
unsubstantial (President Pye's
Performance Poor, April 11, 1989).
For example, The Heights inflicted
false charges of ignoring the needs
of the student body, when he
declined to fund MassPIRG. It has
apparently never occured to The
Heights that Pye may have indeed
listened to the student body, but felt
that MassPIRG (whose promise to
financially help the university has
frequently raised questions) would
not best suit Boston College's needs.
Moreover, it was Pye to whom we
(should) have trusted in aiding the

students in areas which may not be
of our expertise. Just because a
person listens, it doesn't mean that
he will respond in the speaker's
favor.
In addition, The Heights failed to
completely acknowledge Matt Pye's
judgement, which was sharp
enough to select the cabinet
members the newspaper praised last
week. It was Pye who had the final
say with certain types of
programming, events sponsored by
the AHANA and Women's Issues as
well as matters of student affairs.
None of the cabinet members would
be able to hold such events if Pye
weren't careful enough to choose
the right cabinet member-elects.
Agreed, Pye stated in retrospect to
his term that "you cannot please
everyone." I am speaking of the
Oliver North lecture which pleased

far from everyone and, contrary to
his opinion, was a costly mistake on
his part. Though it is the only
difference between myself and Matt,
it has not blinded me to recognizing
the virtues he possessed during his
term.
In closing,

I

wish to challenge
members from The Heights to place
themselves in Mart's shoes, enduring
the harsh (if not inaccurate) criticism
many people like yourself have
inflicted. And as far as your
evaluation of Pye's term as President
goes, your grade is an F.
Rich Williams, SOM '92

II

(Reg. Up

to

$30)

Perms
j
j Shampoo, Cut & Style

!

j
Now $49

(Mondays Only)

j
?

Letters Policy:
Letters to the Editor
must be received in

McElroy 113 by
Thursday at spm

WANTED
OLD ACCOUNTING
AND
BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS
Norman Beauchemin, a 1987
BC Marketing graduate is
working in Belize, Central
America with the BC International Volunteer program.
He needs books to teach
students fundamental accounting and business applications.
PLEASE DROP OFF BOOKS
IN THE
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
FULTON 400.
YOUR HELP IS
GREATLY APPRECIATED.

I

BC Student Discounts
Haircuts
I
Guys
Now $18 I
Gals
Now $20 j

j Open Monday thru Thursday 9-9 pm
9*6 pm
| Friday and Saturday

I

(BC

ID Required)

ALL SENIORS
Please pick up your copy of
the class of 1989 Senior
Survey Form in:
Lyons Hall Foyer

Wednesday, April 19
Thursday, April 20
Friday, April 21
9 A.M.- 4:30 P.M.
Return completed
questionnaires to your
Dean's office when you
pick up graduation
announcements.

j

I
j

10
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Project 2000 launched
for inner city students
In an effort to address the rising
high school drop-out rate among
urban minorities, BC AHANA
students have become tutors and
role models for a group of Boston
elementary school students.
"Project 2000" is designed to
strike the problem of drop-outs at its
roots by offering academic help and
encouragement to students in fourth
grade, a level at which many begin
to lose interest in school.
"We're trying to get the point
across to these youngsters that
education is attainable," said Project
2000 organizer Glenda Green, A&S
'90. "They're seeing that we're not

any different than they are."
With Boston Partners for
Education, a non-profit group that
assists Boston public schools, the BC
students targeted 16 fourth graders
at the John Marshall School in
Dorchester for the 19R8-R9 Project
2000 pilot program. The youngsters
attended Saturday sessions at BC
that included tutorials, group

discussions, cultural activities and
recreation.

On Saturday, April 15, the pilot
group received certificates of
completion during a ceremony at
BC. Project 2000 is scheduled to
resume in the fall.

Speech communication
sponsors video contest
I

The Residence Hall Council sponsored a carnival on the Dustbowl last Saturday afternoon. Students|

ienjoyed games, food, and music at the event.

641 wasn't rubbing
it in-1 just wanted

Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game."

On Monday, May 1, the BC
Speech
Communication
department will be holding its First
Annual Boston College Video
Awards ceremony.
The video productions will be
shown to students, professors, and
experts from the field.
Entries are encouraged from

introductory and advanced classes,
and
independent
student
productions. Videos may be
submitted at Lyons 215, the Speech
Communication office, until April
21. Productions in progress this
semester may see Dr. Kenny in Lyons

204C for extensions.
The ceremony will be held on
May 1 in McGuinn 121 from 7:3opm
to 9:3opm. All are encouraged to
attend.

SOM students
teach basics
Twenty-eight BC SOM students
are "going back" to elementary
school this spring, to introduce basic

:
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management concepts to Boston
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H

public schoolers.
The BC volunteers are working
with sth and 6th graders in Boston
public schools as part of "Business
Basics," a four week program
developed and sponsored by Junior
Achievement
of
Eastern
Massachusetts.
Each week during the Business
Basics program, BC students lead
the youngsters in a variety of
activities, such as role-plays and
discussions. Sessions are focused on
specific
topics,
including
organization,

management,

production and marketing.
For more

information about

Business Basics, which runs through
April and May, contact Jacquelyn
Wesner, JA program manager, at
367-5850.

BOOK NOW FOR

SUMMER

RETURN FLIGHTS

*oms 298
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PARIS
MUNICH
AMSTERDAM
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375
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TOKYO
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DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD

FARES AVAILABLE
EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
TOURS?USSR, CHINA. EUROPE*
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

1266-6014
273 NEWBURY ST
BOSTON. MA 02116

15764623
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SENIOR WEEK
TICKET SALES

Fate of PIRG left with Hentemann
represent

****

10am Bpm
Murray Conference
Room
-

the people we are

Please...consider the life of trees, and help us recycle.
O'Neill and Fulton computer facilities are now recycling.
Imagewriter paper goes in the blue bins, trash in the
red. The Environmental Action Center will collect the
paper periodically. We and the trees would truly
appreciate your help.
The Environmental Action Center
?

Early Decision
Bonus-$750
Accept a full-time nursing

position at MWH by May 15
and earn $750 for your early

decision!

?

we're pleased." Although he was not

supposed to represent."

After three hours of arguing and
debating, a roll call vote was taken,
and the resolution passed by one

?
?

?

?
?
?

Supportive professional environment
Individualized 4-week orientation
Tuition assistance to $1200

satisfied with the amount, he said,
"I respect the makers of the
resolution for recognizing that the

Vote

for

He said that he will continue
negotiations with Hentemann, and
will be looking for at least $34,000
based on the $4 per student that was
originally set aside for PIRG in 1974.
The Senate resolution is only a
recommendation to the Executive
when they draw up the budget for
next year. Hentemann will make the
final decision, but the resolution and
petition will be hard to ignore.

the

SOM Senate
Speeches: Lyons 207 7pm
Vote: Wednesday & Thursday, April 19 & 20
Fulton second floor 10am 2pm
Stuart, Walsh, McElroy 4:30-opm
-

I

AFTER ALL THE
ENTRY FORMS
YOU FILLED OUT
TO GET INTO

COLLEGE
HERE'S ONE
THAT'LL HELP YOU
GETOUTEARLY
'ADELPHI SUMMER SCHOOL^

1

SESSION I
SESSION II

'

MAT 30th- JUNE 30th

I

1

JULY sth-AUGUST 4th

I

'

Call 516-663-1120 or 718-347-9460 for registration
information, or mail coupon to: Information Services
Adelphi University, Box 701. Garden City, NY 11530
I I Yes, please send me a 1989 Adelphi University
I summer school catalogue.
II am interested in knowing more about
I residential life at Adelphi.

I

III

Health insurance?9l% paid
3 weeks' vacation
Dental insurance
Competitive starting salary

Outstanding in-house education and CEU programs
We're conveniently located just 9 miles north of
Boston, with free on-site parking. For more information or an interview appointment, call Sharon
Lottridge. RN, BSN, Nurse Recruiter at (617)

I

Name

I

Address

I

?

979-3059. Melrose Wakefield Hospital, 585
Lebanon Street, Melrose, MA 02176. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Melrose Wakefield
Hospital

a

want us on

campus."

1989-90

Nursing is something special at Melrose-Wakefield
Hospital, a progressive community hospital that's a
leader in innovative health care. Join us and enjoy:
?

Steve Haggerty, BC representative
for MassPIRG, said "in general,

In general, we're pleased...l respect the
makers of the resolution for recognizing that
the students support us and want us on
campus.
Steve Haggerty

Don't forget your BC ID
Consider the life of trees
Aside from the axe. what trees acquire from us is
inconsiderable.
What we may acquire from trees is immeasurable.
From their mute forms there flows a poise, in
silence, a lovely sound and motion in
response to wind.
What peace comes to those aware of the voice and
bearing of trees!
Trees do not scream for attention
A tree, a rock, has no pretense...
only a real growth out of itself, in close communion
with the universal spirit.
A tree retains a deep serenity.
It establishes in the earth not only its root system,
but also those roots of its beauty and its unknown
consciousness.
Sometimes one may sense a glimmer of that
consciousness,
and with such perspective feel that we are not
necessarily the highest form of life.
from Words of the Earth by Cedric Wright

students support us and

vote.

Continued from page 1

\u25a0

City

State

Zip

I

In the course of either of our two summer sessions, you can get
credit for the course ofyour choice among those being offered in over
30 disciplines.
Be it in the College of Arts and Sciences, or the Schools of Business
Education, Social Work, or Nursing, you'll find a challenging way to
move up your graduation date.
Of course, we know we won't get the optimal performance out of
students, if they don't get optimal fun out of their summer.
So besides the tennis courts, pool, and health club available on
campus, we'd like to point out Adelphi is only 20 minutes away from
Long Island's most beautiful beaches. And along with the cultural events
at Adelphi, there are also those offered 45 minutes away in New York City.
Send in the coupon. Adelphi, this summer, can help you cut
some corners on your education. Without cutting the quality of it.

Adelphi University

GO
HOME
12
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Pakuluk, Schwarz question Roe v. Wade
transparencies showed what the
"unborn baby" looks like at b 1/2
weeks, 8 weeks, 17 weeks, and 18
weeks.
The main point of Schwarz's
argument was to show that the fetus,
as so called by "pro-abortionists," is
a human being because "no doctor
says to a woman who suffers a
miscarriage, 'you've lost your fetus';
they say 'you've lost your baby.'
To show how cruel abortion is to
the unborn, "live human being,"
Schwarz referred to a common
method of abortion in which "a
portion of the amniotic fluid is
removed and replaced by a chemical
solution (saline solution) which
burns the skin and poisons the child.
This is being done in America."
Schwarz concluded his argument
by saying that "the law should say

Continued from page 1
toward implementing those kinds of
answers," said Pakaluk.
Schwarz began his presentation by
reacting to the absence of an
opponent. "Pro-choice activists as
they like to be called, are really
pro-abortionists..They are very eager
to speak out when they get the
media's attention. But they are afraid
to come and debate."
"The reason is very simple. They
are afraid of a very simple question.
Does abortion kill a child? This
presents a dilemma for them. They
either deny it, or say that it does,"
said Schwarz.
Schwarz proceeded with his
presentation by showing transparencies taken from Life Magazine
entitled "Life Before Birth." These

"

we must protect all life and we
should not discriminate. We should
not say to blacks, you don't count
because you're blacks, or to the
handicapped, you don't count

because you're handicapped. By the
same token, we should not say you

don't count, you're too slow, you're
dependent on your mother...the
law should protect everyone...Roe v.
Wade ought to be overturned
because it denies the states any right
to protect an unborn child."
Liz Conway, A&S '91, was one out
of the two pro-choice members of
the audience. She said she is
opposed to the arguments of
Pakaluk and Schwarz because she
believes "they are proliferating a
white upper class male oppression
cycle which has been happening
too

since 1492."

Another member of the forum exists. So there is no question about
asked Pakaluk what the ideal destroying a human life."
attitude would be for people
"The second reason is because
engaging in sex. She answered, "I within the movement, they don't
think an ideal attitude would be that agree. Some people think it's a good
people would not engage in the act idea and some people think it's a
that can bring to existence a new bad idea. The only thing I will say
human being unless they were is that contraception is not the
prepared?ready to welcome that answer to abortion and the reason
new human life. So in a way it shows I know that is because...it is a
a disrespect for the human life to universal fact that whenever
engender it carelessly when you contraceptive become more freely
know it's not the right time."
available, abortion rates go up. That
Another question asked during always happens and it has
the forum was regarding the pro-life something to do with the attitude
position on contraception. Pakaluk towards engendering a new human
stated that the pro-life movement has life," she said.
no position on contraception.
"Another way that you can be
"There are two reasons for that. One absolutely sure that contraception is
is because it is not directly linked to not the answer to abortion is
the right to life issue. If you prevent
conception, no new human life
Forum, page 21

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted

with Each Other
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iyiw/li ee PreB nanc Testing
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\Aj)J' vLiW^ Service Gynecology
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Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)

Get Acquainted Special
TD

Many spectators used the Marathon as an excuse for a good party. Cleveland Circle, pictured
above, was a particularly popular spot to celebrate as runners turned onto Beacon Street
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College Students And Young Professionals
To Teach Catechism
There is a need for men and women who could both become qualified teachers of
Catholic doctrine and donate time and effort to teach a weekly class in one of
several local parishes.
Teachers for all grades are i.eeded who could begin in September of 1989.

b|_ssh_|

___B

~_t

Vjj'lG

It has been recommended that, insofar as possible, all teachers have the benefit of
a brief course called Basic Teacher Training. It consists of 10 sessions of 2 hours
each. Three of the sessions deal with methods of teaching and the other seven
with content (Creed, Scripture, Church, Sacraments, and Morality). Participants ?
will be introduced to recent Church documents on these matters. Completion of
the course, together with one successful year of teaching, will lead to Basic
Certification by the Archdiocesan Office of Religious Education.
Courses presenting the 10 sessions of Basic Teacher Training (5 two-hour
sessions per semester) will begin in September of 1989. The Courses will be
offered at several convenient locations.

SUMMER SESSIONS 1989
Programs at Georgetown
D Over 200 graduate and
?

SeS

> "'

\u25a1 Antwerp. Belgium Intl Trade
\u25a1 lours, France ?Language and Culture
n Fiesole. Italy-Italian
?

.
\u25a1 Public Affairs Internships
Q High School Programs
.?

.

Programs abroad

undergraduate

,

D Intcrcultural'l raining
D Interpretation and I ransiation Institute
D Language Courses
D Theology Conference
D Literary Criticism Conference
\u25a1 Institute for H.S. Teachers
\u25a1 Sacred Scripture Institute
0 Alumni College
\u25a1 hnglish as a Foreign Language

a

|)j||,ngen.

Q

(; re cce-Humanities

-,

Oxford, Kngland-Comparative

The cost of the Basic Teacher Training is $25 which covers printed materials.

Germany-Teachers

Persons interested in attending the course and in teaching catechism should fill
the printed form below and send it to

Business (undergraduate)
Oxford. Kngland-International
Management (graduate)
\u25a1 Quito. Kcuador-Spanish
\u25a1 Trier. West Germany-German
\u25a1 Middle Last-H.S. Teachers

n

Basic Teacher Training
Parish,
St Aidan
158 Pleasant Street, Brookline, MA 02146.

I am interested in receiving Basic Teacher Training certification and in
teaching a weekly religion class in a local parish.

Sessions
Pre-May

22-June 16
First-June 12-July 14

Call (202) 687-5942 or mail to:
SSCE-Georgetown University
306 Intercultural Center
Washington. D.C 20057

8-Week Cross Session?June 12-August 4
Second?July 17-August 18

NAME
COLLEGE AND YEAR (if applicable)

Sem/ mm information :

ADDRESS

Name
Address
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.

?

.

Zip
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Volunteers are essential to Habitat survival
Continued from page 4

is often the case, have small
children, and "thus need floors that
are easier to clean."
"You also get to see what
difference you are making; you meet
the family you are helping," he
added.
Habitat for Humanity was
founded in 1976 in Americus,

project to build 11 townhouses near
Blue Hill Avenue. Dorchester Terrace, as the project was named by
the homeowners, was completed in
May 1988, and is presently a 'home'
for 11 low-income families.

Habitat builds without profit and
sells the homes with zero percent
interest mortgage. Mortgage
payments are placed in a 'Fund for
Humanity' to build more homes.

You also get to see what difference you are
making; you meet the family you are helping.
?Florian Wanger
Georgia by Millard Fuller. Today
there are over 320 affiliates in the
United States and 70 sponsored
projects in 28 countries overseas.
According to Wanger, "campus
chapters are getting started
approximately every week."
In Boston, Habitat's first project
was the renovation of a Dorchester
three-decker in January, 1987. That
summer Habitat began an ambitious

does not discriminate; neither race
nor religion is a factor in choosing
families." He explained that families
must only fulfill the following
requirements: annual family income
between $14,000 and $24,000,
willingness to work "sweat equity,"
and presently living in marginal
housing. "Nationwide, we also have
the lowest eviction rates for
housing," he added.
To enable their variety of low-cost
housing to be possible, Habitat
depends on volunteers in all areas
of its work, both construction and
non-construction related. Financed
soley by private donations through

work in this cause: the affluent and
the poor; high school students and
senior citizens; conservatives and
liberals; Roman Catholics and
Protestants; and every racial and
ethnic group you can think of."

Thank God we can agree on a nail!"
Looking towards the future,
Wanger said, "Our goal is to build
at least 100 homes in the next five
years. With increased volunteer and
financial support and the expansion
of partnerships with churches,
community groups, contractors and
labor unions, we can make a
difference in the lives of many
people who need homes and reach
this goal."

He said that though "we might
disagree on how to preach or how
to dress...we can all pick up a
hammer and, sharing the love of
Christ, we can begin to drive nails.

/photo meetings...
old and newphotographers are

churches, individuals, corporations,
The
Dorchester
Terrace and foundations, all donations are
condominiums will cost the families tax deductible. "Lots of chapters
about $350 per month for the have done fundraising," said
mortgage, taxes, insurance, water, Wanger. "It's a good way to invlove
and sewer, condominium and the whole campus."
maintenance fees?homeownership
"One of the most exciting features
for about one half the cost of rent. of Habitat for Humanity," according
Deed restrictions on resale keep the to Founder and Executive Director,
homes available for low-income Millard Fuller, "is that people who
families.
don't normally work together at all
According to Wanger, "Habitat are coming together everywhere to

welcome on Tuesday at 6:30
in McElrov H3

NEWS
MEETINGS

Old and New writers...

loin us on Mondays at 3:30
in
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330 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
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when it comes to providing graduates with an environment
that promotes personal & professional achievement. I,earn
about our on-site continuing education, our very active promotefrom-within programs and why we were noted among
THE TOP TEN HOSPITALS IN BOSTON MAGAZINE.
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missed the volunteer
meetings contact
Denise at 730-5806
or Anne at 558-5885
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STAYING IN BOSTON THIS SUMMER?

Break

leg

Christine

Why not consider a career-related
volunteer experience as you
make your plans?
NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER NEEDS VOLUNTEERS FOR CHALLENGING
ASSIGNMENTS IN EMERGENCY PATIENT SERVICE, PEDIATRICS, SOCIAL SERVICE
AND OTHER GENERAL AND SPECIALTY AREAS. LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN
BOSTON, THE HOSPITAL IS EASILY REACHED VIA THE MBTA DOWNTOWN
CROSSING, BOYLSTON AND NEW ENGLAND STATIONS. A 3-4 HR/MINIMUM
WEEKLY COMMITMENT REQUESTED.

a

-Tap

STUOENT/VOUTH TOURS

SOVIET UNION
*One-Week Leningrad & Moscow

CALL THE VOLUNTEER OFFICE, 956-5544 FOR
INFORMATION AND AN APPOINTMENT

Council Travel

729 Boylston St.#2ol 1384 Mass. Ave.#2o6
Boston, MA 02116
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-266-1926
617-497-1497
M.I.T. Student Ctr. W2O-024
84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-225-2555

????

_^____
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Commentary

As Marathon makes $, does it make sense?
By D. G. MURPHY

Heights Assistant Sports Editor

With the signing of last week's
long-term contract between The
Prudential Corporation and the
Boston Athletic Association (BAA),
fans of amateur sports in America
were reconfronted with the dilemma
of
amateurism
versus
commercialism and, specifically,
how it is going to affect the Boston
Marathon.
The friendly people at Prudential
have graciously offered their
sponsorship to the BAA and will
therefore guarantee the much
needed financial support for the race
well into the 21st century.
So this support means that the

privilege of lining up at the front the revenues taken in from the
successful I track meet that the BAA
of the pack in Hopkinton?
and
This is the Boston Marathon
held every year at the Boston
blemishing it with commercialism Garden.
is like putting a price on sunshine,
Those were the days when the
runners ran for the sake of running
right?
Well, before I get overly and the thrill of competiton. When
sentimental, let me acknowledge they crossed finish line they were
the existence of things like salaries given a commemorative medal and
and debt and overhead. Things like a bowl of beef stew.
Without heavy financial support runner's families and the need to
Those were the days that the
coming in, the BAA would not be support them. I know that all of the character of the marathon was built
able to pay the top runners the good intentions in the world still upon.
could not make the Boston
The truly great ones like Jock
money they demand.
Semple, who did so much to nurture
But there is the inherent and Marathon run.
relatively new-found problem. Who
But I said it is a dilemma and for the marathon into what it became,
are these runners to dictate to the anyone who yearns for simpler times would hitch rides to Boston just to
BAA how much money it will take you know what I mean.
put on unsupportive shoes and run
days"
in
"old
the
in the rain.
just to get them to show up?
Back
the
What ever happened to the marathon used to be supported by
Then the old days met the new
heralded tradition
of the
grand-daddy of all amateur sports
will be able to continue, right?
Realistically, I understand that
money talks and that were it not for
the support of its sponsors the
Boston Marathon would fall right
out of world-class standing and
maybe even right off the map.

days and the BAA track meet at the
Garden fell apart in the early 1970'5.
The money was gone and the
marathon, too, would have
collapsed were it not for the support
of the Prudential Corporation.
So three cheers for sponsors and
and money, right?
Sure, that's right. But it is right,
only if the runners in the Boston
Marathon do not take the attitude of
the Major League Baseball players
who sucessfully initiated institutions
like players unions, insentive
bonuses and autograph shows.
Right, only if the BAA can possibly
balance the race's deep, rich
tradition with its economic realities.
Right, only if commercialization
can bring with it a quality marathon

BC runners in 1989 Marathon

Chris Appler-1990
Anne Marie Boler-1990
Jim Bowditch-Faculty

Robert Canters-1992
Peter Carters-1990
Ray Cassidy-Grad 1989
Betsy Daluga-1988
Ken Dion-1989
Tara Emery-1992
Kathleen Evans-1989
Dal Fisher-Faculty
Chris Harootunian-1991
Arlette Hoch-Grad 1989
Steve Hultin-1990
Dianne Jurgen-1989

Gail Catz-Grad
Marilyn Lasek-Staff
Charles Laudraitis-Faculty
Richard Liesseuer-1989
Barbara Loughran-1989

Marty McComber-1989
Michael McDonald-1988
Michael McFarland SJ-Faculty
Steve Murray-1990
John O'Neill-Grad
Chris Pace-1989
v»c Pierni-1990
Lynne Prosser-Staff
Mike Prus-1990
Diane Roberts-1989

*****************

Marathon-The 84th annual Boston Marathon was run on Monday under sunny skies

Profile

Boston Sports: an idea becomes reality
personalities and what goes on
behind the scenes."
While Boston Sports will certainly
not ignore the 'Big Four' (Celtics,
f or over a year now, Robert
Red Sox, Bruins, and Patriots) of
Livingston has been laying the New England sports, readers can
foundation for the beginning of a look forward to seeing more stories
Boston-based sports magazine. on softer sports and features.
Boston Sports will bring a broader
Now, having raised over half of the
understanding
deeper
and
necessary capital for initial
publication, it appears Livingston's appreciation of local sports than the
Boston Sports is only a breath away daily newspapers or national
publications can deliver.
from-becoming a reality.
If Livingston's plans stay on track,
The magazine will be targeted to
an upscale, predominantly male
New England sports fans can look
forward to seeing Boston Sports hit audience yet will likely appeal to a
their local newsstands either next variety of different tastes and
September or October with an angle preferences, making it very attractive
that is very different from your to local advertisers.
"This magazine will be a city
typical sports publication.
magazine yet it will focus itself on
"Boston Sports is going to have a
sports," noted Livingston. "The
regional focus that will allow us to reader we envision is a magazine
concentrate and cover a greater readerfirst and sports reader second,
variety of sports," Livingston said
I'd like to see this become the
recently. "This monthly magazine Esquire of sports magazines." he
will bring a different perspective and added.
focus. Not who won or who lost, but
Livingston, a seasoned veteran in
instead we will focus on the the magazine publishing business,
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY
Heights Sports Editor

came up with the idea for Boston
Sports as a result of his friendship
with Robert McKenna. McKenna
was the founder of the now dead
New England Sports Magazine

which couldn't really get off the
ground after of year of publication
in 1985.
Realizing the success of city
magazines over the past several
years, Livingston and McKenna
decided to take another crack at a
Boston sport market, with a new
name and a new team. As a whole,
Livingston likes the prospects of his
new magazine.
"Boston Sports could become a
magazine that people will avidly
read and look forward to each
month," he mentioned.
In less than five years, Sports
Publications Inc., the corporation
behind Boston Sports, expects their
magazine to surpass Boston
Magazine in paid subscribers. In
even less time, because of its unique
editorial appeals, Boston Sports is
expected to exceed the New

England subscription base of Sports
Illustrated.
If all goes as anticipated, Boston
Sports will be just the first of 10
regional
magazines
sports
throughout the country. It
successful, Sports Publications Inc.
wil take the company public in their
third year, helping to finance the
additional magazines.
The other nine will be started in
major sports cities with a similar
audience which is enthusiastic
about sports.
With all ten publications in place,
Sports Publications Inc. expect
annual revenues in excess of $200
million, with an annual net profit of
$30 to $40 million per year.
"The key is for Boston Sports to
be succesful," said Livingston, "After
that, the start up of the magazinein
the next nine cities will be easier and
easier."
"The problem is that venture
capital groups are often hesitant in
investing in groups that have no past
track record. Once we put the first
one on the newstand and its

successful, raising money for the rest
will be easier and easier," added
Livingston.
"In essence, each risk will be less

than the first one."
Livingston hopes to see an initial
circulation of about 30,000
ultimately topping off at about
150,000. The major portion of that
circulation will be in subscriptions.
"Most of our circulation will fall
in subscriptions yet I think we can
count on at least 10 percent in
newstand sales," said Livingston.
"The newsstand gives us an added
presence. Sometimes people just
see a magazine, pick it up and buy
it. I think this is what will happen
with Boston Sports."
The fact that Livingston is heading
the start up of Boston Magazine is
an irony in itself because he really
has no background or direct
connection with sports. "I've never
really developed an interest in
sports," he said, "But I expect I will
Boston, page 18
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Softball

Young players lead the way for Eagles
By KERRY HUGHES
Heights' Staff Writer
The Boston College women's
Softball team attempts to defend its
1988 ECAC championship this
season with a team that has a very
different look from last year.
The 1989 Eagles are a much
younger team that has brought in a
great deal of speed, defense, and
offense in the freshman and
sophomore classes, to add to an
already powerful lineup.

"The attitude of most freshmen is
to get some experience and realize
you'll get your shot down the road,"

mentioned BC head coach Nancy
McGuire, "But a lot
of
underclassmen have stepped right in
and contributed this season."
The rookies holding down starting
positions this season are Stacy
Beardsley (3B) and Roseanne
Sheehan (OF-DH).
"Stacy's got great composure for
a freshman" commented McGuire,
"She's solidified the defense at third,

and has been very successful at the
plate."
Currently, Beardsley ranks fourth
on the team in batting average,
hitting at a .322 clip with an on base
percentage of .454.
The transition from high school to
college ball has been significant for
Beardsley, but she has been
handling it well.
"The change was difficult at first,"
noted Beardsley, "But as I play more,
I gain more confidence in myself."
Sheehan is in a similar situation

Youth-The Eagles have been led this season successfully by some of their younger players

Eagle Droppings....
Men's Lacrosse Statistics
Scoring Leaders
1. Bryan Stenberg (36 Points)
2. Chris Pascale (24 Pts.)
3. Jim Bieakely (23 Pts.)
4. Colin McLane (13 Pts.)
5. Mark Gaffney (11 Pts.)

On the seasonAfter last Wednesday's tough 9 8 loss to the University
of New Hampshire, BC's record now stands at 3 wins
and 6 losses with four games left on the schedule,
including a battle with powerful UMass on May 2.
Overall BC has been outscored by its opponents 114
to 86. The Eagles' front line trio of Stenberg, Bieakely,
and Pascale has accounted for over 50 percent of BC's
scoring thus far hitting on 54 of the teams 86 goals.
-

Men's Basebali Statistics
Batting Leaders (at least 20 At bats)
1. Lance Wallin (.423 Batting Average- 25 AB's)
2. Brian Kelley (.368 Avg.- 20 AB's)
3. Greg Radachowsky (.326- 43 AB's)
4. Marty Naughton (.326- 43 AB's)
5. Greg Miller (.308- 26 AB's)
i

i

Pitching Leaders (at least 10 innings pitched)

j 1. Tim Smith (1.08 ERA-25 IP)
! 2. Dave Dawson (1.96 ERA 18 1/3 IP)
3. Doug McNeil (3.10 ERA 29 IP)
-

to Beardsley, as she started at BC

straight from high school, sharing
the outfield duties with sophomores
Kathy Klecan, Sarah Litzenberger,
Molly Meinert, and Allyse Zaccheo.
"Roseanne has added a lot of
speed and agility to a very young
outfield. She was in a good position
to help out, and she's added a new
dimension to the offense with her
bunting ability," stated McGuire.
Freshman pitcher Allison Walton
has seen limited time this season,
but continues to improve.
"Right now I just want to learn all
I can," says Walton, "When the
seniors graduate, or if someone is in
a jam, I want to be ready to go in and
help out."
McGuire admits, "Allison hasn't
seen much time this year, but she's
brought a great deal to our team in
terms of her work ethic and
coachability."
"There's no doubt that Walton
will be one of our top pitchers. She
needs some time, but she'll be a very
strong pitcher over the next few
years," said McGuire.
Aisha Jorge, yet another rookie,
has also been an asset for the Eagles
this season.
"Aisha, like Roseanne [Sheehan]
has put some speed in our lineup,
and that's what we're looking for.
She's sharing outfield positions right
now, but has shown a lot of
promise," noted McGuire.
Sophomore Chelsea Dickson has
played an important role on the

team this season, as she controls the
outfield in center. Dickson has a year
of college experience behind her,
and is having a solid season
although she is recovering from an
injury.
Klecan is perhaps the team's most

versatile player as she has played
outfield, shortstop, and is the
backup catcher on the team behind
Stephanie Nardone.
"Kiecan is just an all-around great
athlete and she's having a terrific
year," asserts McGuire. "She's quick,
has a great arm in the outfield and
is a real team leader."
Like Jorge and Walton,
Litzenberger, Meinert, and Zaccheo
are paying their dues while they
improve and learn.
"The sophomores rotate for the
most

part right

now/' states

McGuire, "But the important thing
is that they all work very hard and
are really rounding out the team."
With a strong nucleus of young
players, ready to step in and take
control, the future looks bright for
BC Softball.

BC signs 6'7" Reese out
of Maine Central Institute
"We're very happy to have landed
a player like Michael Reese," stated
O'Brien.

By PAUL JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer
-

Head basketball coach Jim
O'Brien announced last Wednesday
the signing of a letter of intent by
Michael Reese, a 6'7", 200-lb.
forward from Maine Central Institute
in Pittsfield, Maine.
Reese led M.C.I, to a2O -1 record
this season, while averaging 24.1
ppg, 9.3 rpg and 3.0 assists per game.
Reese formerly played at H.D.
Woodson High School in
Washington, DC.

"He is a very good basketball
player who is very versatile. He can
play on the perimeter or mix it up
inside because he's very active.
Michael should be a major
contributor and give us another
scorer," added O'Brien.
"He should be able to play at the
number three position (small
forward) and work there with Corey

Jackson," stated O'Brien.
In November during the early
signing date, BC landed 7'2" center
Randy Hagerdon, 6'11" forward
David Hinton, as well as 6'4"
guard/small forward Michael
Herren.
As far as the overall strength of the
recruiting class so far, O'Brien
described it "as very good. It is every

bit as good as we could have hoped
for."

Spring Football Returns...
Sunday, April 23 at 1:00

Catch a preview of next year's

BC Eagles
at the Annual Maroon and Gold
football game at Alumni Stadium.
\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605**\u2605
For students the Ist ever

-

On the seasonAs of last week's game against Northeastern, Doug
McNeil was leading the way for BC with 3 pitching
victories. The Eagles Big East schedule for the rest of the
season includes two three game series at St. Johns, and
at Providence, and a weekend home series also against
St. John's on (May 13 -14) to wrap up the season.

BC students on ESPN
Boston College students PJ McNealy, Andrea Munster
and Geoffrey Mackey represent BC in their battle with
the University of Louisville this Friday, April 21, at 6 PM
on ESPN's second annual Super Bowl of Sports Trivia
Contest. Tune in for all the action.

Apple Challenge Triathalon
on Thursday, April 20 at 6 PM
The winner receives an Apple HE
Computer
Contact Jack McDonald at the Sports
Publicity office for more details
?Blue Chips of Boston College*

j
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BC players anxiously await '89 NFL draft
By DON CANNAVA
Heights Staff Writer
On April 23 the National Football
League will hold its annual draft.
NFL teams will pick and choose

from the finest college football
players in the country, giving them
the opportunity to fulfill a long life
dream- to play in the big show, the
NFL.
In the past, especially the past five
years, Boston College has fared quite
well in the NFL with Eagle alumni
such as Steve Trapilo (New Orleans
Saints), Troy Stradford (Miami
?

Dolphins), and of course the Fluties
to just name a few who have
excelled at the professional level.
The success of Eagle alumni in the
NFL is a credit to the BC football
program as a whole which allowed

these players to be competitiveat the
professional level. Once again, this
year BC has produced some
outstanding players who will move
into the professional ranks.
Although predictions of when
players will be drafted is relatively
impossible to make, there is some
consensus as to the players from BC
who will be either drafted or signed
as free agents.
The two safest bets in this year's
draft will be Joe Wolf and Doug
Widell. The 6'6" 285 pound Wolf is
considered one of the premiere
offensive linemen in the country and
should be picked very early in the
draft.
BC's head coach lack Bicknel!
praised Wolf: "The first guy to be
drafted from Boston College will be
Joe Wolf. He's big, intelligent and he

has great character. He also has a
nasty streak which means he's not
going to go in and get pushed
around. If he can't play in the NFL.
I don't know anything about it."
Wolf's teammate and linemate
6'4" 285 pound Doug Widell also
has an excellent shot at an early
round selection.
Dick Steinburg, a scout for the
New England Patriots also believes
in Widell's playing ability. "Widell
is a real strong player. He's solid,
physical and has been well coached
so he has really come around. He's
right up there with Wolf in terms of
what he has to offer."
So it appears that these two big
men are naturals for the NFL and
some pro team will use an early pick
to get either of them into their
uniform. But beyond these two
players, this year's pool of BC
possibilities
becomes very
interesting.
Two seasons ago Eric Lindstrom

suffered what could have been a
career-ending knee injury. However.
Lindstrom worked hard to
rehabilitate and returned for the
'88-89 season. Lindstrom is 6'3"
230 pounds and has exceptional
speed for a man of his size. He is
also a very intelligent player with the
potential to be a team leader.
Lindstrom has performed
extremely well for NFL scouts in
various physical tests which has
added to the worth of his stock.
Lindstrom should also be drafted by
an NFL team sometime after Wolf
and Widell.
Cornerback Steve Williams is
another talented athlete from BC
who should be considered in the
draft. Steinburg commented on
Williams: "Williams is very talented.
What he can do, and what we all
look for is that he is quick and he
can cover. Unfortunately here's a
good player who didn't have his best

Early Selection-Joe Wolf should be BC's first draftee

season this year, but should be

drafted

in the the middle to late

rounds."
One of the most exciting players
to enter this year's draft from BC is
wide reciever Tom Waddle.
Steinburg called Waddle "a very
productive player with more than
exceptional hands." Like his old
teammate Darren Flutie it is not
definite that he will be drafted but
that does not mean he won't play
professional football. Flutie was not
drafted, became a free agent and
made the San Diego Chargers. Not
only did Flutie make the team but
he also played and had a very
respectable rookie season.
If Waddle isn't drafted he is
expected to do verv much the same
thing with the team of his choice.
Coach Bicknel! commented:

"Waddle will make an NFL team. I
say Tom Waddle and Darren Flutie
are the same football player with
Flutie having a hint more speed and
Waddle maybe catching the ball a
little bit better. I really believe
Waddle will make a team and have
an impact in the NFL."

The futures of Jim Bell, Mike
Saylor and Mark Murphy may also
be secured in this year's draft as they
are all outstanding football players
who have the ability to play at the
professional level.
Coach Bicknell termed the NFL
draft an "inexact science" in which
some
and
very
strange
unpredictable events have taken
place and will undoubtedly occur
again. Regardless, the BC Eagles will
once again be well represented in
this year's draft.

Promising season for
Lady Eagles in 1989
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY

Heights Sports Editor

The Boston College women's ice
hockey team recently wrapped up
their most successful season ever
under coach Tom O'Malley.
On the season, the Eagles landed
a 7-15-1 campaign in their first
season in the new Kelley Rink.
Like the men's hockey team who
spent the past two seasons on the
road, the women's team also
endured those long two seasons of
travelling. Yet, this season, the new
rink really made a difference for the
team as they practiced two hours
daily.
Last year, the team was only able
to practice three times a week often
having ice time at 11:00 at night.
"We couldn't leave the rink till 1:30

in the morning on some nights and
that was really tough on the team,"
said O'Malley. "But the team hung
together and it really paid off this
season."
Many of the team's losses this
season were by 1 or 2 goals
including a heart-breaking 2 -1 loss
at Brown and a 3-1 loss to
Northeastern at Kelley Rink.
Northeastern went on to win their
second National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) title in as many
years.
The Eagles had many highlights
this past season including wins over
Vermont and Weslyan, which were
teams they had never beaten before.
They also toppled Boston Universtiy
three tirr*s this year including a
victory in the consolation game of
Hockey, page 18

Men's Golf

Men's Golf team wins
Mass State Invitational
By D. G. MURPHY
Heights Assistant Sports Editor
Last Thursday afternoon, the men
of the Boston College golf team
traveled to Stow Acres Country Club
in Stow, Massachusetts and put in a
collective performance that was
good enough to rank them among
the top teams in the state.
in a stunning victory, Todd Barrett,

Jim Callahan, Chris Cusack, Andres

Johncke, and Brian O'Leary came in

first place in the 15th Annual
Invitational
Massachusetts
Collegiate Golf Tournament to
capture the coveted crown.
With a combination of the four
lowest scores, BC posted a 313
which put them ahead of the
nineteen other teams in the
tournament.

Perennial powerhouse Salem State
came in second with a combined
score oi 315.
BC's top shooter for the dav was
sopnomore Todd Barrett wno
registered a 75 on the par-72 course.
His score landed him in third place
individually

compared with the res'.

of the field.
Barrett's preparation and extensive
knowledge of the course was critical
in his performance as well as the
performance of the entire team.
"I've plaved this course before and
it has a lot of intracacies to it," said
Barrett. "A week before the
tournament I took the time to walk
over the course and write down
some of those things that ended up
really helping me and the team"
Extra efforts like Barrett's paid off
for the Eagles in what was easily
their best team effort on the season.
Their scores started to fade on the
back nine holes of the eighteen hole
course, but the team was able to
hold it all together.
Team co-captain and senior Chris

Cusack said, "I feel really good
about what we accomplished out
there. It's great to be able to make
your mark on a level of play like
this."
Cusack registered a 5-over par 77
which landed him in a tie for fourth
place on the individual scale. "I
knew that my game was coming
togetherfor me," said Cusack, but
this is a team sport and so when the
other guys played just as well, we
were really able to reap the rewards."
Junior jim-Bob Callahan was the
man tied with Cusack for fourth
place on the individual scale. His
identical 5-over par 77 earned him
that honor.
His score, padded with six birdies,
also secured three out of the top five
scores for Boston College.
One of those birdies was nearly an
eagle and provided a lot of
excitement for the team down the
stretch.
On Callahan's last hole of the
18-hole shotgun tournament, he
ripped a drive 260 yards straight
down the middle of the fairway on
the 480 yard par 5. He then knocked
a four-iron on the green 25 feet from
the pin to be on in two.
Unfortunately, his putt stopped
less than an inch from the hole and
he had to settle for a birdie.
"That was some of the best golf
I've ever played," said Callahan."But
you know, a good friend of mine
once told me that you have to take
these things one day at a time."
Junior Andres Johncke rounded
out the scoring for BC and they
wrapped up the victory by swiping
defending champion Salem State by
two points.
Johncke's score card included
three birdies and his play will be
critical to the success of the team at
the NCAA qualifying tournament in
two weeks.
"

Longshot-Tom Waddle figures

to

be a longshot in next week's National Football League draft

Champions-Co-captain Chris Cusack has anchored his team to

a successful spring season
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Continued from page 17
the Beanpot Hockey Tournament for
women.
Another highlight saw BC tie MIT
with one second left on the clock
when Becky Battiston tallied her Bth
goal of the season.
Head coach O'Malley, who has
lead the Eagles for the past four
seasons noted that the goal
production increased dramatically
this season over last year. "Last
season, I couldn't count the number
of goals we scored on my two hands.
This season we must have scored at
least 35 goals."
Goal scoring came from a variety
of different players this season which
was a contrast from a year ago when
1 or 2 players dominated BC's
offense.
Captain Sally Driscoll, Becky
Battiston, Debbie Fitzpatrick, and
Kristen Leary were just a few who
contributed heavily to the offense.
"Our defense was also a major
factor in our campaign," added

O'Malley. Co-captain Annie Murray
was the key player on the defensive
side which included Nadine
Hamilton and Shannon Smith, who
will be next year's captain.

So with a successful season on
their home ice under their belt, the
women's ice hockey team is looking
to improve next season. "We have
to work hard every day and
hopefully it will pay off down the
road," O'Malley added.
"Right now we have the respect
of every team in our league."

Home sweet home-the BC women's hockey

team

enjoyed their first season in the Kelley rink

Boston Sports ready for publication
Continued from page 15

Canadian

develop a stronger interest before
this is over."
Instead, Livingston comes to the
magazine from the publishing
perspective. He spent 21 years in the
consumer magazine division of
Maclean Hunter Ltd., a billion dollar
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what needs to be done if we are to
be successful," said Livingston.
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of knowing that the fan and media
support of New England Sports is a
strong as any where in the country.
That should go a long way in helping
the early success of the magazine.
After that, the quality of the
magazine will paint the rest of the
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experience in magazine start-ups,
you won't find that with most
magazines."
"Most people we have talked to
have come to realize that this is a
winning proposition," continued

1989 Boston College
Football Ticket Application
for Non-Students
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"It's kind of like starting up a
restaurant, there is a big risk but if
you know what you're doing, it's that
much easier. Three of us have

communications

corporation. He was involved with
every aspect of magazine publishing
and feels this to be the key to success
for his magazine.
"The originators of this magazine
all have a significant amount of
publishing experience and realize
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What every Boston driver needs to know
By PAUL

?

JON

McNEALY

Heights Staff Writer
Now that the school year is almost
gone, itistimetocleartheairabout
what exactly constitutes driving
rules in the city of Boston, both

official and unofficial.
So, for all of those times when you
have been rudely cut off by a
ninety-seven year old woman who
failed to signal, or found yourself
being honked at by several people
at the same time for being an
ignorant driver, it is the unofficial
Boston driving rules that you need
to memorize.
Here is the first official set of
Boston College Guidelines for Driving in Boston, complete with a chart
of the point-value system for hitting
people.
Rule Number 1: You are the most
important driver on the road at all
times, no matter what you are doing
or where you are going. You are
more important than an ambulance,
a taxi driver, or a rush hour
commuter.
No
one
takes

cutting someone off reaffirms one's
self importance.
Rule Number 6: Use of the rear
view mirror is optional. There's no
need to see who's eating your dust
as you speed by them. It's their
problem to see who you are and try
to catch up.
Ruje Number 7: When in doubt,
double park. Who cares who you
force to merge into one lane when
you cut off a lane? Remember, you're

precedence over yourself on the
road.
Rule Number 2: All stop signs that
are painted with a white border are
optional. Yes, it's true. Proof of it can
be seen if you wear some 3-D
glasses and look at one of them,
you'll see that the red sign is just
camouflage for a green light!
Rule Number 3: Red means
"stop," green means "go," and
yellow means "punch it." No, that
silly yellow light never meant
"proceed with caution," or "go only
if you can make it." This concept
goes back to rule number 1 in that
you are so important that you
shouldn't have to stop and wait for
someone else at a stupid red light.
Rule Number 4: Blinkers are (a)
optional, and (b) used to signal the
completion of a turn. Remember,
you don't need to give anyone an
indication of where you are going
because you lose the edge to cut
someone off.
Rule Number 5: Cut off as many
people as possible. It's great fun to
see people steaming mad, and

numero uno!

Rule Number 8: Your horn, your
high beams, your voice, and your
middle finger are offensive
weapons, not defensive. When
someone in front of you really gets
you angry, flash them your beams,
honk the horn, swear at them, and
as you pass them, post the bird
against the window and don't even
look.
Rule Number 9: When battling in
traffic for key positions to cut
others off, yield only to taxis and
eighteen wheelers. Taxis like to hit
people. Just look at one and count
the dents. The eighteen wheeler is

fourteen wheels more than your car,
and that is reason enough.
Rule Number 10: All speed limits

are arbitrary. Massachusetts is the
only state in the nation that does not
have a 65 m.p.h. speed zone,
therefore, therule exists by popular
demand.
For the second part of the rules,
the point-value chart is very concise,
with little room for error. When one
chooses to hit a Boston pedestrian,
one must be very careful, with no
reckless abandon involved.
To begin with, the most valuable
targets to hit in Boston are:
Worth 80 points plus:
?A young mother with a child in
a stroller; however, if she has twins,
you subtract 80 from your total. If it's
a blue stroller, add 2 points to your
total.
?A cool looking city slicker who
reads the newspaper as he walks in
front of you. In addition, if he has a
hat on, he is worth 85 points, and
worth 90 if he's reading The Herald.

["CDEE
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Club pedals for cystic fibrosis
Approximately 30,000 young
people in the United States have
cystic fibrosis today.
Cystic fibrosis affects the lungs,
pancreas, and sweat glands. It causes
the body to produce a thick, sticky
mucus that clogs the lungs. This
blockage leads to infection and lung
damage and makes digestion
difficult.
In 1955, when the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation was established, few
children with the disease lived to
attend elementary school. Today,
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Miscellaneous points:
?If you hit anyone with a cane,
subtract 50 points.
?If you hit a pregnant woman,
subtract 100 points, because the
baby is possible future points.
Well folks, that's it. Hopefully, this
has shed some light into why people
have maniacally screamed at you
one day, or tried to hit you when you
mistakenly borrowed
your
roommate's Yankees jacket. So,
good luck and happy hunting!

i MONEY FOR COLLEGE |

m wr

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you
can take a big chunk out of your
college costs with a part time
package handlers job.
Eligible shifts for our plan in our
Norwood facility are:

London« Paris«

Flights to:

Madrid«Amsterdam»Nice#
Milan*Geneva

Vj

10:30pm-2:30am(approximately)

JH

4:ooam-8:00am (approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no
experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit
your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to a part-time super-

Get your:
J^k
aH

before graduation
and trie opportunity to get paid to
shape
visory position

Start harvesting the UPS fruits
(after taxes)
toda\ v. :h our $2,
per semester tuition reimbursement. including summer sessions.
But act fast. You must be employed
two weeks after your semester
begins to be 100% eligible for
this program.
For more information about other
shifts call (617) 762-9911. United
Parcel Service has facilities in
Norwood, Brockton, Watertown,
Dartmouth. Dennis, Sagamore
and Warwick. RI.

more than half are living into their
early twenties.
Anyone interested in helping with
the fundraiser or donating money
should call the Cycling Club Hotline

points.
?Any bike messenger. If they're
coming at you up a one way street,
they're worth a bonus for 77 points.

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION For"|
!
STUDENTS WHO NEED

i

On Friday, April 21, the Boston
College Cycling Club is sponsoring
a Roll-a-thon fundraiser to support
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Between noon and spm,
members of the Cycling Club will be
in the McElroy third floor lobby next
to the Cafe, taking donations at a flat
rate or per hour cycling on the
rollers.
The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation,
which will receive the proceeds
from the benefit, works to find a cure
for this crippling disease.

?Anyone wearing a New York
Yankees jacket. If he/she has a
Yankees cap on, too, they're worth
93 points. A Los Angeles Lakers
jacket is a good killing, but only
worth 75 points.
Worth 60 points plus:
?Any teenager on a skateboard,
and if you manage to crush the
skateboard as well, they're worth 68
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Varona receives leadership award at banquet
Continued from page 1
Hentemann, SOM '90, UGBC Vice

for Programming.
Hentemann thanked Marisa Fusaro,

President

who had nominated him for the
award, for "working hard together
as a team." He also borrowed a line
from his UGBC Presidential
campaign slogan and said, "I really
believe that we can take a step in the
right direction."
A Certificate of Merit for
Programming was awarded to
Christopher LaFond, A&S '89,
Coordinator of the Liturgical Arts
Group.

The Skills Award for Creativity was
given to David Healy, A&S '90,
president of BC bOp! Sebastian
Bonauito, BC bOp! advisor, told how
Healy organized the group and
worked to get the group recognized
as an official BC club.
Bonauito also described how
Healey made a tape of the band's
performance at an intercollegiate
festival, which led the group to be
offered the opportunity to play at
Disney World for five performances
during Spring Break.
Glenda Green, A&S '90, president
of the Black Student Forum received
a Certificate of Merit for Creativity.
The St. Ignatius Award for Student
Involvement was presented to two

students, Jennifer Pepi, A&S '90 and
Todd Moran, A&S '89.
Pepi was honored for her
involvement in PULSE, the Pine
Street Inn, Appalachia,S.AV.E.
(Students As a Voice for Ethics),
Homefront, and the Committee to
Resurrect the Social Justice Lecture
Series.
Moran, who was killed in a car
accident in December, was honored
for his involvement in the BC
chapter of the Society For Young
Victims. SFYV is an international
organization which helps in the
search for missing children.
Lynn Faber, Moran's girlfriend and
SFYV colleague, spoke about Moran
and his life. She said that even
though Moran was a member of the
marching band and SFYV while
working 20 hours a week he "never
thought he was doing enough."
Moran was the chairman of the
Legal Committee of SFYV and acted
as a liason with the Massachusetts
Victims Coalition, where he worked
on legislative issues. He was
responsible for establishing a link
with the Adam Walsh Center to
share resources and information.
Moran's award was received by his
brother Kyle, a BC freshman, who
said, "Todd became a leader
withoutalienating himself from the
group."

The St. Ignatius Award for Personal
Development was presented to Elisa
Vela, A&S '90. Vela, Business
Manager for the Bostonians, has
been active in the Chaplaincy office.
She has worked at several retreats
and has been a leader in the Young
Adult Ministry.
Vela thanked her parents for their
understanding and support and said,
"How would you like your daughter
to tell you she wants to work with
the church? We're not looking at a
big money situation here."

motivation, and potential for
continued student leadership."
Schroffner was honored for her
involvement in the Liturgy Arts
Croup, the University Chorale, Shaw
House activities, and The Heights,
where Schroffner is currently an
Assistant to the Editor.
A Certificate of Merit was awarded
to Dana Herrmann, A&S '92, who
is president of the Hardy/Cushing
residence hall.
The Reverend John R. Traska, S.J.
Award for faculty advisor was
presented to Sebastian Bonauito.
The Brain D.A. Hall Leadership Bonauito is the advisor for BC bOp!
Award was given to Tony Varona,
A Certificate of Merit was awarded
A&S '89, UGBC Vice President for to Frances Giavarus, advisor to the
Student Services. Sherwood, who Residence Hall Committee.
presented Varona with the award,
The Jeff Keith Award for a student
spoke of Varona's leadership in who has "overcome a physical
Murray House, the Activities challenge to excel in extracurricular
Funding Committee, Student and academic activities" was
Services, and SPAC
presented to Christopher Cofone,
Certificates of Merit were A&S '89. Cofone, who has poor
presented to James Sanford, A&S eyesight, is a leader of the Coalition
'89, and Michael Wirin, A&S '89. Against Nuclear War.
Sanford is the Chairman of the Gay
There were three special
and Lesbian Coalition. Wirin is a presentations of the Student
member of the Educational Policy Development Award for Leadership,
Committee and the Activities Programs, and Service to the
Funding Committee.
University. The first was given to
Ingrid Schroffner, A&S '92 Tony Varona, A&S '89, Neal Bruce,
received the Nicholas Woods Award SOM '91, Amy Anderson, A&S '90,
which recognized someone who and Karen O'Malley, A&S '91 in
has "demonstrated initiative, recognition of their "outstanding

ggg Manufacturers
005 HANOVER

contributions to the University
through their involvement in the
UCBC Student Services Division."
The second award was given to
David Gay, A&S '89, )esus Rosa, A&S
'89, Gabrielle Hamilton, A&S '90,
Martin Pierre, A&S '90, and Glenda
Green, A&S '90 in recognition of
their "outstanding contributions to
the University through their
involvement with issues of the
AHANA student community."

The third award was given to Tom
MBA/JD '90, in recognition
of his "outstanding contributions to
the University through his
involvement with the Graduate
Student Association."
The evening ended with a
performance by The Bostonians, and
a few words from University
President Fr. J. Donald Monan.
Camp,

expressed
Monan
his
"congratulations and gratitude for
[the student leader's] contributions
to life at Boston College." Monan
said, "Leadership calls for different
types of qualities at different times.
The two qualities that all leaders
show are a commitment to
accomplish a goal and the
awareness that leadership involves
other people."
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Horoscopes from an omniscient Zelga
By ZELGA HARANSKY

Heights Resident Astronomer
Special Marathon Edition (in
other words, they wanted me to fill
more space on the page than usual)
Aries (March 21 to April 19)
Now is the time to be
daring you're only in college
once in your life, you might as well
make the most of it. If you're not
happy in a particular relationship,
why continue it? Allergy to tulips
may develop in late April. Beware of
?

be afraid to take a summer job that
offers more experience than
monetaryreward. Your addiction to
the Home Shopping Network will
lead to persecution by creditors.
Technological improvements in
electric razors will make your life
pain-free. Compatibility with
Sagittarius is indicated.

?

gold halter tops and those fake
quarters people try to use in the

washing machines.
20 to May 20)

Taurus (April
Happy B-day! Your academic
situation will improve, as will your
cash flow. You will no longer feel
threatened by the possibility of
nuclear war. Your roommates will
offer you money. New England
Telephone will make a huge error in
your favor. You'll be elected to the
SOM Senate. Professors will cancel
your final exams entirely. The Pope
will send you a birthday card.
?

Gemini (May 21 to June 21)
Locking your bike to a tree on
lower campus will lead to a chance
encounter with an old flame. Don't
?

Cancer (June 22 to July 22)
Your friendly outgoing nature puts
you in line for a promotion at work
next month. A change in your team's
roster allows you to display hidden
talents. The use of discount
merchandise may lead to embarrassment. It's okay to bargain-hunt
sometimes, but don't be so
consistently cheap! An economics
major will invite you to vacation
with him at the Cape this summer.
?

station
Large
wagons are
trade yours in for a white
out
?

Volkswagon Gulf.
Leo (July 23 to August 22)
Reassure your family that you're
still attending col lege?give them a
call! A near-miss involving a car and
a small animal will cause you to
dream about the movie Bambi for a
month. Go up to Maine for the
weekend and try to persuade a
salesperson at L.L. Bean to let you
sleep overnight in one of the canoes
?

in

the first floor camping
department. A wrong number will
lead to a new romance in your life.
Virgo (August 23 to Sept. 22)
Congratulations on a recent
accomplishment
I told you next
year will work out fine! You just
won't listen to me, will you. Beware
of mail order fraud. Gossip is
spreading like wildfire, but who
cares? Addiction to Anita Baker is a
danger at this time. If you live in
Columbus, Ohio, the odds of
winning Megabucks increases by 19
percent this week.
?

?

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Congratulations on having to
stand in Drop-Add next fall for all
five classes. Your roommates will
express disapproval over your refusal
to shower. A run-in with the BC
Police will lead to a career in
criminal justice. Are you still afraid
to sleep without that nightlight on?
Give it up already. Marriage of a
family member brings you and your
siblings closer.
?

Scorpio

(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Friction between roommates will
end, as each of you realize how near
the end of the semester is. You will
lose your BC ID and it will go
?

through the wash, which will

deactivate the magnetic strip,
causing you great embarrassment
when your balance comes up as
zero at the Eagle's Nest. Do not
become a vegetarian your
mother will hassle you about eating
enough. It is not advisable to double
park when there is a full moon.
?

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
By the time your birthday rolls
around, your brother will have
offered you a Honda All-Terrain
Vehicle and a Certificate of Deposit.
Pat Sajak will move in as your next
door neighbor. Chocolate chip
cookies and gummy bears from the
Cafe are adding inches to your
waistline.
Listen
to
your
they have your best
friends
interests at heart.
?

?

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan.l9)
A tendency to wear striped
clothing will intensify. Why not take
time out to perform some sort of
community service? You don't have
to be on probation to give your time
to a good cause, you know. Things
may seem bleak right now, but
they'll get better. Just hang in there.
Your idea for a Chestnut Hill
Reservoir Polar Bear Club stinks. If
you don't commit yourself to an
apartment for next year, you'll have
to sleep in Lyons Foyer. Of course
?

again?when you look at Pre-term in
Brookline, who must now do at least
11,000 abortions per year, everyone
that goes through the abortion clinic
is deluged with information about
contraceptives...ln 1987, over half of
the women who get abortions have
all ready been there once, twice,
three, four times," said Pakaluk.

"The crowd was saturated with
pro-life people. There was not a
sufficient amount of rebuttal to the
pro-life arguments. We might have
had it, but the people may have been
intimidated by the showing of
people," commented Ed Nawotka,
A&S '92.
"I feel like there should have been
more pro-choice representatives, but
I'm glad they're in Washington until

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A problem which has been
weighing on your mind will soon be
resolved. If you buy any more house
plants, you'll have to quit school to
care for them. Go to Kimbel's and
get some real
ice cream.
Responsibilities to your family are
confusing at this time. It's time for
a new pair of sunglasses. Someone
mailed you a $1000 check but
thanks to the BC mail service you
have to look around on the
mailroom floor for it.
?

Pisces (Feb. 19 to March 20)
People under the sign of the fish
are psyched for the coming of
warmer weather. If you sunbathe on
the bleachers at Alumni Stadium,
baby oil will react
beware
chemically with the metal seats.
Stop stealing signs off the T. The guy
in the Marathon you thought was
looking at you was only interested
in grabbing your drink and dumping
it on his head. A professional house
painter will make you an offer you
cannot refuse. The BC band is not
trying to kill you.
?

?

Once again, these horoscopes are
not intended to mock anyone.

News Meetings: Mondays at 3:3o{?m
McElroy 113

Forum's audience largely Pro-Life
Continued from page 13

then you'll know who's doing that
graffiti.

April 26. It's good that they're united
in Washington instead of being
divided," said Conway.
"I was amazed that anybody
came...l though both speakers
answered the hostile questions
well...they made real educational
points with respect to the aims and
divisions of the pro-life movement
and the possibility of overturning
Roe v. Wade. We had all the
information and education. But the
confrontation was missing?a more
explicit and forceful confrontation,"
commented Fr. Tacelli.
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Don t Drink & Drive
Be Safe & Rent a Limo
Lowest rates in Boston
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For local & Long Distance Travel
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Sunday, April Z 3 Ham
Shea Field
All are invited!
Adults: $6
Children: $4-50

Sponsored by the
Young Alumni Council

Get the Rutgers Summer Survival Kit.

Coming back to New lersey this summer? Need to pick up some extra university credits? Want to
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The sun-just a 30 minute drive from teach to beach. The fun-a great campus social life, and
New York City is practically around the corner.
You can enjoy all this and take Rutgers Summer Session classes too. Choose from hundreds
of courses in a wide variety of subjects?everything from accounting to zoology. And Rutgers'
flexible schedule means you can study, work a part-time job. take advantage of campus services
(such as the gym, golf course and library) and still have plenty of time left over to hit the beach.
Credits are easily transferrable to most colleges and universities. And reasonable tuition means
you can still afford to have fun.
Taking summer courses can help you graduate early, get a jump on your course requirements,
or simply learn more about something you've always wanted. Rutgers can help you survive
this summer and the rest of the year,
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Speaker defines post-abortion syndrome
Said Bell "I didn't have two babies
from my womb. I had two
babies torn from my heart."
Angelo explained the effects of
abortion as being "ripple-like." The
effects touch, not only the mother
and father, but also their family and
friends. "If we had 1.5 million
abortions per year just think of the
number of people affected per year,"
said Angelo.
Angelo concluded that in order
for the women and men who are
directly affected by abortions to
overcome the "psychological
aftermath," they must experience the
grief over the unborn child.
Sometimes, therapists will allow the
parents to fantasize about the child,
then the therapist has the parents
picture the child at peace
somewhere, said Angelo. The
purpose of this treatment is to allow
the parents to grieve over an unborn

Continued from page 3

as they would grieve over the loss of
anyone close to them, said Angelo.
Angelo played a song from
Beverly Rush, a singer and
songwriter who had an abortion and

torn

trauma
after
abortions, said Angelo.
Angelo said men are also effected
by post-abortion syndrome. One
man, Peter, shot himself after his
baby was aborted, said Angelo. "In
Peter's mind, that baby was going to
be a boy, he was going to have
[Peter's] father's name, and he was
going to continue the life of [Peter's]
deceased father," Angelo said she
had been told by one of Peter's
friends.
Gary Bell's wife had her first
abortion without his knowledge and
had another against his will, said
Angelo. Bell's wife had a baby from
her third pregnancy, and he became
so attached to and was so
overprotective of his child that his
wife left him and took the child with

psychological

her.

.

of the Committee of Religion and
Medicine for the Massachusetts
Medical Society and is a member of
several other medical societies. She
is also involved with Project Rachel,

years later said she realized "I
had lost a child to abortion, and for
the first time I was able to fully grieve
and mourn the death of my child."
The song, Zephyr, named after the
unborn child, was written as part of
her and her husband's healing
process. Angelo asked the audience
to remember the lines of the song,
especially that "Now there is hope
for mothers and fathers who drink
this mournful cup."
Angelo is an Assistant Clinical
Professor of Psychology at Tufts
University as well as being the
Chairperson for the Public
Information Committee of the
American Society of Child
Pyschology and the Co-chairperson

which trains priests and counselors
to work with post-abortion women
and men. The lecture was sponsored
by the Boston College Pro-Life
Coalition.
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Thank you for all the help. You are a great friend and fun
to work with (usually), we'll get you doing some real fun
stuff soon. Can't wait to clean my office and do my files
(kidding!) I couldn't do this witnout you, kid.
-b.

The Heights needs writers in all sections as
well as production help. Join us now, there
are no benefits, just journalism experience
and a whole lot of fun.

"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
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When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
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Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army

SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
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So, since Im helping them do such
job, they're helping me
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National Guard.

They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
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Army National Guard
A mencans A t Their Best.
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"We must be true inside true
to ourselves before we can
know a truth that is outside
;

;

Review

us.

;;

?

Thomas Merton

Bonn Studio:The Profound and Absurd
By MAURA JOYCE
The Dramatics Society's double bill
in the Bonn Studio theatre, Woman in
Words, a theatrical adaptation of poems
specifically dealing with women, and
Eugene lonesco's The Bald Soprano
proved entertaining although Women in
Words outshined the latter in
performance.
Cristie Stanton, director and creator of
Women in Words, did an exceptional job
of bringing the words of these poets to
life. Stanton used music, movement
and individual characters to animate
the message of the poems. A very
strong ensemble of actresses made her
ideas work on the stage.
A number of the pieces were executed
brilliantly, such as Sylvia Plath's poem
"Metaphors," which plays on women
as machines of society. All five
actresses moved onto the stage in
mechanical motion, making
monotonous "clicking" noises until
they were in position. Cristina
Karman, Valerie Doran and Carlisa
Brown delivered the verses of the poem
while continuing their mechanical
body movements creating an incredibly
effective image.
Another captivating point in the play
7
was the "Right to Life/' "The Mutes/
77
and "Rape Poem trilogy. Carlisa

Brown and Sarah Donnelly

sent a

silence over the audience as they spoke
the piercing anti-abortion arguments of
"Right to Life" The moment was
focefully taken over by Cristina
Karman's chilling pro-choice fight in
"The Mutes." Karman the dominant
force on the stage and strongest link in
the five-woman chain captured the
audience with her emotional
involvement in the poem. She carried
the audience with her into "Rape
Poem" where her fear and anger
towards the subject again shone
through. Doran and Donnelly had
difficulty catching up to Karman s
intensity but the scene worked
nonetheless.
Few things were ineffective in the
show. The opening choreogaphy was
too long and did not have purpose
although the dance later in the show
did. The narration in the show was
unnecessary and distracting. The pieces
alone were strong enough and did not
need any introduction. The on and off
of the spotlight was a deterrent to the
flow of the show.
;

;

;

On the whole Women in Words was a
satisfying experience for all. It is
refreshing to see experimental theatre at
;

Boston College. Congratulations

to

Ms.
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Women in Words at the Bonn Studio

Alumni Exhibit Fine Arts in Devlin
By TS LEMIRE
& LIZ NELSON
ALUMNI OF THE FINE ARTS
WORK CENTER. On display until
May 6 at Boston College Art Gallery
Devlin Hall. Tuesday thru Saturday
12-4 p.m. (552-8587)

Alumni Art on exhibit in Devlin

The marvel beyond the works
featured in this exhibition is the fact
that so many are represented in the
small one-room gallery on first floor of
Devlin, and are arranged so well
according to the tone of each artist and
the mood of each piece.
Upon entering the gallery beginning

the righthand wall7 one first sees the
work of artist Stoney Conley. Her
finest piece is "Catherine Wheel,
Achilles Heel/ 7 and like her others7 it
reflects geometric designs mostly
circles, surrounded by short strokes in
oil, suggesting fluidity and motion.
The colors are muted, and their
brightness and smooth texture make
them seem natural.
Next to the bright greens and oranges
and smooth oils of Conley are placed
the gritty yellows and rusty oranges of
Julie Freeman Campbell. The series of
paintings "Untided," "Two Stages" and
"Vessel and Tree" are divided on the
canvas, but maintain a unifying
equilibrium of shape. Most exceptional
is "Two Stages," in which the large
green sphere is checked by the weight
of the smaller black figure on the right.
Ms. Campbell's colors are earthy and
raw, her composition equally as natural
in its balance.
Ms. Campbell's balanced simplicity
leads to the childlike simplicity and
fancy of Susan Baker. The two
sculpture books, "Cat Attack" and
"The Short Story of a Long Marriage"
are eccentric, almost neon-colored
constructions that reflect an off-beat
humor, tamed in the pieces "The
Celtics" and "Bird in the Bouillabaise."
The latter two pieces are amusing but
seem too much like craftwork and out
of place among the other works.
Continuing in the bright-colored,
childlike motif are the works of Vicky
Tomayko: "The Wanderer" and
at

;

"Suddenly the Sky." The two works
are similar in their construction of
mysterious boxes imposed on a giant
checkerboard pattern. Tomayko s color
scheme is playful, her images
suggestive of personal childhood
;

memories.

Moving on to the next walk one
begins with the outstanding pieces of
"Untitled" and "Woman in Shell" by
Mary Alice Johnston. Ms. Johnston has
a remarkable combination of colors in
varying depth marked by simple line
strokes and a texture on the canvas
that provides a striking dimension to
each piece.
Next are Mary Armstrong
"Spindrift/7 "At Scodic Point" and
"Stem from Dreaming Descendents."
The pieces all make use of greens
pinks and blues arranged in
transluscent scales, forming crosses in
the latter two pieces, suggesting
regeneration and growth.
Dan Rice's "Lost Innoncence" and
"The Baptism" suggest influences of
DeKooning and Pollock, with his
spattered swirls of paints, black line
and background, and ominous-looking
figures, lost in the goulash of reds,
blues, blacks and dark greens.
At the heart of the exhibition is Liz
Atwalt s "Embracing the Light," a large
painting of primordial wilderness. Ms.
Atwalt s use of color and shadow offer
great depth to the piece. The trees
seem to have an animal shape in their
;

;

;

;
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Faithful Voices of Imani
By MICHELLE VALIER

WE'VE COME THIS FAR BY FAITH
A Concert of gospel music by Voices
of lmani, the Kuumba Singers, and
Inner Strength. Friday April 14, 1989,
8:00pm at St. Ignatius Church, Boston
College.

Professor Hubert Walters and Jonathan
Singleton, Directors of the choir
deserve some of the credit for the
inspirational group 7 but it is the
members who deserve true applause for
a great beginning to Black Family
Weekend.
It was a night of "spiritual jubilation"
praising God with song and clapping
prayers and Scripture passages in the
African-American oral tradition. Souls
were truly uplifted during the
celebration of voice and faith. St.
Ignatius has never seen such joy and
dancing in the aisles as it did the night
of "We've Come This Far by Faith."
Boston College's choir sang their
hearts out on selections such as "We've
Come This Far by Faith," "Kyrie
Eleison/' "By and By" and "Say the
--

And how far they've come! Boston
College's twenty-two person choir,
Voices of Imani, Harvard University's
Kuumba Singers, and Boston
University's Inner Strength made joyful
noise Friday night to a spirited St.
Ignatius audience.
Elaine Holder, president of Voices of
Imani, presented deserved awards at the
end of the night to seniors who had
sung for Voices of Imani all four years.

Word" leading into Boston University s
choir doing good things with "Good
News/ and then Kuumba Singers
rendition of "It Rained (40 days and 40
nights)."
The night ended with Voices' return
and a moving "Ride on King Jesus."
Soloist Sharon Alston sang "Fully
Committed" representing the obvious
commitment of the entire choir.
Let s get this straight: if you don't see
Voices of Imani during your four years
at good ole BC you will have missed
inspiration. They sang the old songs
"Sing a New Song"' and "Make a
Joyful Noise unto the Lord" with new
energy.
And for everyone who s ever
wondered what "Imani" means, it
stands for faith. If the shoe fits...
;

;

;

;

;

By JAY SAVAGE
Heights Music Correspondent
Anecdote 1: ThenOne day last year I was in
Manhattan visiting a friend. We had
gone to the CBGB's record canteen,
fishing through the discount bins. My
friend came across a copy of the
Eighth Route Army s Nihilist Olympics
L.P., and pulled it from the rack. "Hey,
these guys are from Massachusetts,
aren t they? 77 he asked. "How's this
album? 77
"That album/ 7 I told the lad, "is
possibly the best album to have ever
7
come out of the Bay State. It s got
everything; hardcore, pop, psych, ska,
rockabilly, you name it. And lyrically
it's every bit as good. Sadly Eighth
Route Army aren7t around any more,
but that album is great/ 7
That was Eighth Route Army 7s first
album, and I meant every word of
what I told my sidekick. Divided into
"Then77 and "Now77 sides, Nihilist
Olympics begins with basic political
punk tunes of "Then77 and works its
way into personalized pop songs of
what was "Nov/ 77 I guess it would all
have to be "Then77 now. The band
reportedly broke up after the 1985
release, and I lamented that no one
could fill the shoes of Eighth Route
Army
Anecdote 2: NowA month ago, I stopped in to see
some pals of mine at a college radio
station in my home town. A poster on
the wall in the lobby greeted me with
news I had been hoping for for four
years. Eighth Route Army had
regrouped, and released a new album!
Tears of joy streaked my face as I raced
to the corner record shop to get my
own copy of Chernobyl Cookbook.
Chernobyl Cookbook is the further
maturation of the music that was
"Now77 four years ago. Where Nihilist
Olympics works as a musical history
that traces the high energy simplicity
of hard core punk through more
complex, melodic neo-pop, Chernobyl
;

.

Cookbook fills in the time line taking
Bth Route Army farther into more
complex more dynamic sounds. This
album is every bit as diverse as the
first but heavier, and more full 7
proving Eighth Route Army have kept
their prowess as song writers.
;

shows that all that was loud, fast and

punk wasn't lost after the "then side
of the first album.
Side two opens with the single from
the album, "Jesus DeMilo." The song
starts out with the refrain from "Jesus
Christ, Superstar/ 7 and then blasts into
a hard metal edged riff that runs
Chernobyl Cookbook begins with
throughout the song. The rest of the
"Alone in a crowded room/' a pop
album follows suit with side one
tune that sounds faintly like R.E.M.
putting smooth pop sounds along side
From there side one takes a turn into
heavy ; hard ass-kicking rock.
the heavy handed, straight on rock and
The complexity of the new Eighth
roll in "Prodigal Son" "Train kept
Route Army proves that no energy or
Rolling" and "Origami Children." The excitement has been lost in the growth
side ends with "All dead radio/ 7 one of of the band and that song writing if
the album's standouts. A standard pop
changed at all has improved to make
riff sped up to break-neck speed and
room for more dynamic stuff. "Now
is definitely Eighth Route Army s time.
played with ultra fuzz guitar, the song
;;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;;

;

Journey to Siam in Robsham
;

;

21, 22 27, 287 29 at 8 pm and April
23 at 2:00 pm at the Robsham Theatre
Arts Center. The culmination of this
production has demanded intense
rehearsal schedules and classes to teach
both cast and crew of the historical,
social, and cultural aspects of Siam
(Thailand) in the late 1800 s.
This production will focus on the
women of that time instead of the
King. Originally, Rodgers and
Hammerstein II wrote the play as a
vehicle for Gertrude Lawrence, who
played the original Anna. Later the
show began to focus on Yul Brenner's
;

On April 20, the University Theatre
with the Boston College
Dramatics Society will take you on a
journey through the .Kingdom of Siam.
The year is 1860. The King of Siam
has been informed of the arrival of
Anna Leonowens, an English school
teacher who has come to teach
Western culture to the people of Siam.
Rodgers and Hammmerstein IPs The
King and /, a musical directed by J. P.
Marcoux will be presented April 20,

continued from page 23
Stanton, she certainly convinced her
audience that poetry "is written to be
performed not just read."
;

Moving from the profound to the
absurd 7 the evening continued with The
Bald Soprano, Eugene lonesco s bizarre
nonsensical play set in a London
suburb. 1 he mood of the play was
cleverly introduced by director Diane
Mostello's addition of a prelude,
"Erotica' 7 variations. The actors come
out one at a time in character, playing
their respective "musical instruments".
The creative absurdness of the
instruments, whether a beer bottle or a
vacuum cleaner hose let the audience
know that what they were about to
see should not be taken seriously.
The play is about the pettiness of
suburban London gossip and manner. It
is an evening's conversation between
Mr. Amd Mrs. Smith (Joe Zamparelli
and Karin Anglin) and their guests, Mr.
Amd Mrs. Martin (Gene Doucette and
Colleen Chaisson) which is interrupted
by the Smith's wacky maid Mary
(Stephanie Kulick) and the Fire Chief
(Brian Frawley).
The set created an effective
atmosphere. From the crooked framed
wallpaper to the carrot pendulum of
the clock, Lisa Kochel's design was
perfectly suited to the script.
Mostello s staging made the repetitive
and random order of the lines
interesting to watch and fun for the
actors and audience alike. The climactic
final scene with its shouting and
running around created a compelling
frenzy.
The show's strongest performance
was given by Stephanie Kulick as
Mary, the maid. Kulick captured the
essence of the script and its bizarre
focus. Her constant "cleaning" (i.e.,
pouring sawdust all over and tossing
papers everywhere) was done with the
futility that lonesco dictates. Doucette
and Chaisson exhibited the airy
non-sensical quality of the absurd motif
in their interactions with each other.
Anglin, Zamparelli and Frawley lacked
the same zany aspects in their
characters. The Accompanist, played by
Agata Gajevski, was a beautiful touch
to the show.
The lighting and sound effects
concerning the clock were inconsistanf,
working against the actors half the
time. However, the production overall
was humorous and well constructed.
;

;

;

;

By JOSE CALLEJA &
COURTNEY WATSON
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;

portrayal of the King. Marcoux wishes
to bring the focus back to Anna and to
contrast her with Lady Thiang.
Marcoux also enlisted the help of
Assistant Professor, Dr. Stuart Hecht
and Boston College graduate Tak
Viravan to help bring authenticity to
the production. Viravan 7 a Thai citizen
has worked with Marcoux and the cast
on Thai movement and etiquette.
Hecht concentrated on the history of
Thailand.
The production stars Paula Blute as
Anna and Luke Jorgensen as the King.
The supporting cast includes Toni
;

;

Old Plays

New Ways
By KUM C. SUM-SHAKESPEARE
The Old Play Festival', a series of short
scenes from some of William
Shakespeare's plays directed by Boston
College students, will be held m the
Bonn Studio Theatre in the Robsham
Theatre Arts Center on Monday, April
24. The Festival will begin at 3 pm
and will continue until 8:30 PM. A
new scene will begin each half hour.
The scenes are new presentations of
various Shakespeare works.
Plays include Midsummer Night's
Dream, Macbeth, Othello/Troifus and
Cresstda, TweJph Night, the Winter's Tak
Taming of the $hre% The Temytsx and
others.
Rubio Steve Sherestinian Christopher
A Hill II and Janine McNamara. The
set was designed by Shepard Barnett;
Elena Ivanova designed the costumes
and student Liza Williams is the
lighting designer.
The cast hopes that you will come
join them for a learning experience. For
further information call 552-4800 or
552-4609. Tickets are $5 and $6
dollars, and available in Robsham
Theatre box office and at the door.
;

;

;
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Sensational Songfest

Unique Union Street

By ALIX VON AUENMUELLER
Third annual Intercollegiate Songfest.
Saturday April 15th, 1989 at Robsham
Theater.

By AIMEE WALSH
Heights Assistant Review Editor

Despite the dreary weather on
Saurday night, Robsham Theatre
radiated with unwavering excitement:
six acappella groups appeared before a
packed auditorium during the third
annual Intercollegiate Songfest.
The Bostonians opened up the
evening with a humorous take-off on
"Rainman77 that set the proper mood
for the three hour long show.
Alternating between amusing skits and
enthusiastic songs, The Bostonians
provided for a diverse and entertaining
introduction to the songfest. The
talented group displayed its wide
ranging abilities in songs as different as
"Swing Lo, Sweet Chariot 77 and "Wild
Thing" And as a finale, they
performed the ever popular "Jungle
Song77
Following The Bostonians were The
Wellesley Widows with comparable
entertainment skill. They, too,
performed skits and did a take-off on
"The Girl From Iponema" called "The
Boy from Iponema.77 Though more of
their songs were sweet and soft, there
was no doubt that these girls knew
how to have fun too.
The Justones, a quartet from Brandeis
University maintained the "Bop til
You Drop 77 mood during their
performance. These four singers were
not to be outdone by their competitors
and recieved a raging response to their
"Purple Rain Polka", an hysterical
jaunting of Prince's hit song. One of
;

leaping off the
stage tearing his shirt before an
unsuspecting member of the audience.
They concluded their performance with
the "Underdog theme.
Following the intermission, Boston
College's newly formed singing
ensemble, 4 men and 4 women made
its debut. No doubt their vocal and
theatrical abilities came to shine
despite their mere sixty-nine days of
existence. Any hesitancy was smoothly
covered over by an ever-present sense of
humor.
The MIT Chorallaries opened their
appearance with a musical
self-introduction and then proceeded by
teaching the audience "how to be
cool/ 7 that is snapping fingers and
bopping up and down. The
Chorallaries carried this out obsessively.
"I Don t Like Mondays" and "Get
Your Kicks On Route Sixty-Six 77 were
the highlights of MIT s portion of the
songfest along with a competitive
version of the "Jungle Song/ 7
The acclaimed Yale Alley Cats
finished off the evening in probably
the most professional performance of
all the groups. They too, maintained
the humor level of the songfest. "The
Drifter 7s Medley77 showed off both solo
and composition talent, as a
combination of "Under the
Boardwalk 77 and "Up on the Roof. 77
The Alley Cat Children's hour skit
proved comical, as well as a musical
musing upon John Lennon and Paul
McCartney A standing ovation
expressed and verified the appreciation
of the spectators. A good time was had
by all.
The Justones

came

;

;

;

;

;

;

Union Street. 107R Union Street.
Newton Center. Bor more information
call 964-6684.
Are you in the mood for a uniquely
flavorful meal? The Union Street
Restaurant and Bar in Newton Center
is a prime snot for such a desire. It
offers a variety of entrees, friendly
service and a nice, mellow atmosphere.
The dinner menu contains many
tempting appetizers and salads for
starters. The Maryland crabcakes with

curve and

color, giving the piece a

living quality, breathing fertility. The
combination of blues, violets, greens,
purples and oranges is enchanting and
mysterious.
Jim Peter's "Backshore" and "The
Canonization" possess an interesting
physical depth of multi-level
construction, with boxes and windows
cut into the painting but the depth of
meaning in the images presented is not
as easily apprehended. The
pieces especially "The
Canonization" are unusual and
suggestive, but harbor an odd dark
quality.
Sam Messer s "Family Portrait" is
reminiscient of "Guernica" (which
makes one wonder what Thanksgiving
at his house is like). Messer employs a
-

-

;

balance or figures and exaggeration or
form that is similar to Picasso's, but
Messer7 s is more erotic and sensual in
its varying use of line and color.
The sculptures of Paul Bowen are

cubist-like wood sculptures, both
warped into a fine balance of form.
They are superior to those of Susan
Lyman which are lacking in substance
of form and meaning.
;

The Fine Arts Work Center is a
fellowship program that awards
seven-month residences to artists and
writers. Founded in 1968 the
community allows its members to
pursue their craft in the setting of
Provincetown, Massachusetts. Three
alumni featured in the exhibit Liz
Atwalt, Mary Armstrong and Stoney
Conley are on the Fine Arts faculty at
Boston College.
;

-

-
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with rosemary aioli and roasted garlic.
The plate is pleasing to the eyegarnished with fresh vegetables, cherry
tomatoes and a sprig of evergreen.
Other choices are BBG baby back ribs
with a Texas "mop" sauce, a half
roasted chicken with chipotte-peanut
glaze and for the less daring diner,
grilled fJshto£ the day.

The lunch menu is a lighter fare.
Union Street features soups and
sandwiches as well as hot entrees. The
a lemon caper rembulade were
chef prepares an omelet of the day and
delicious. A definite must! Other
a "Union Street Burger" which change
suggestions: a warm spinach salad with daily. If you're tired of plain grilled
potato, bacon and country mustard, a
chicken breast, try it with a
green Wan and sesame salad or chilled
tequila-grapefruit mayonnaisse.
grilled shrimp with an avacado mousse.
The service was prompt and our
The same appetizers are offered on
waitress friendly. The dining room was
the lunch menu but are a bit cheaper.
clean, decorated with spring flowers
So if you're on a tight budget, indulge
and full of people of all ages.
at lunchtime
Upstairs in the Union Street Bar, a
The main fare choices are
crowd was gathered enjoying music,
"moderately priced" ranging from §796
to $11*95 but well worth it. We each
drinks and the artwork. All of the
are for sale so simply inquire!
so
1
sampled
paintings
ordered a different entree
is recommended for
restaurant
The
two~both of which were tasty and
WBi;*aftt
to enjoy a delicious,
those
well prepared. The stir-fried marinated
quiet, dinner at the end of a long
tuna was complete with oriental
week.
Try it, you'll like it.
portion
and
wasabi.
The
vegetables

Alumni Art Appeals
continued from page 23

was quite ampfe and filling. Another
prime choice would be the seared lamb

Alumni Art on exhibit in Devlin
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Notes from a Fearful Jesuit
situation Bke most folks, I s'pose, so I
can't really say. 1 was holding one of

Translated by TS LEMIRE

This translator was walking across
Tip O'Neill Plaza, past the protestors
supporting the cause of Mary Daly
when 1 noticed among the crowd an
elderly man, resting on a bench.
Something in me suspected who it
might be.
"Mr. Schroth?" I asked, approaching
him.
"Who wants to know?" he asked
dryly "You're not from the Alumni
Association, are you? I swear..."
"Mr, Schroth..." I implored him,
while he dug into his pockets^
"I got two bits...a bottle cap..."
"Mr. Schroth. my name is Lemire-l
talked to you on the phone earlier this
semester? I'm translating your diaries,
remember?"
"Oh yeah," he said, nodding. "Get
lost, kid."
"Mr. Schroth, 1 just wanted to see
what you're doing out here."
"Casin 7 the joint," he said. "Checkin7
out this Da|y thing"
"Are you in favor of her getting full
professorship?" I asked him.
"Don't know too much about the

those posterboard signs before, but after

a while I put it down."

"Changed your mind about

protesting?"

"Nope" he said. "Too damn heavy.
Goin' on ninety-eight, you know."
. "Well, what do you think about the
idea of not allowing men into a
feminism class?" I asked him.
"Well," he said, "I went to school in
the 1900's, in classes without any
women and it turns out I still can't
figure 'em out. Having all women in a
class 1 guess helps 'em talk more
openly to other women, but it don't
sound like it does much for talking to
men. Or for men understanding
women talking about this feminism
thing. Seems to me if we're gonna end
the war between the sexes, we gotta
both be at the table, to understand and
learn about each other"
"That sounds reasonable to me," 1
said encouragingly.
'Ah, I'm an old man";he said. "In
the batde of the sexes, I'm 4-E"
"I wonder, Mr. Schroth, if..."
"Know what I can't figure out?

Those twenty-Five cent lockers outside
the bookstore. You put your quarter in,
use the locker, then an hour later you
get your quarter back. Now what in
the hell Umd of money-making
operation is that?"
"Mr. Schroth..."
"Stinks of Communism, what I
say..."
"Mr. Schroth."
"And that ZBC radio station? I tried
to tune it in late one night, and all I
got was static. Then 1 found out that
WQS the radio station."
"Well, I don't think ZBC is really
your kind of music, sit"
"Damn straight--! called em up and
requested "Little Brown Jug." They told
me to run up an alley and yell "fish."
"Mr. Schroth..."
"So you're graduating; soon, right?"
he asked.
"That/s right, sir. It must bring back
memories for you, of your graduation."
"Ah," he said.
"Tell me, sir, did you have senior
week back then?"
"With fifty-two graduates? We had
Senior Hour, is what we had. Wine
and handshakes, a lot of hooey."
;

the
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"Was it any tun?"
"Chipped a tooth on a piece of hard

cheese."
"Still, you

must

get your diploma/'

have been proud

"Yeah" he said, pulling out his
wallet, showing me a picture.
"You carry around a picture of your
diploma?"
"That is my diploma. Things weren't
such a big deal back then"
"Graduating must have been some
fun" I suggested.
"Kid?"
"Yes?" 1 said.
"The real world?"

"Yes?".

"It bites the monkey/7
"That can't be true/' I said. "It must
be what you make it. Isn't it?" Tasked

hopefully

"Not if you're a feminist professor at
Boston College, kid. Don't seem that

way."

We two stayed there at the protest;
listened to both sides, and went off
together, where old Mr. Schroth sprang
for a danish,

The
Old
Play
Festival
Monday, April 24
Bonn
Theatre
at

the

to

Studio

Student directed scenes from some great Shakespeare plays performed with a new twist.
Stop in for one scene or more. A new scene begins every half hour.

Make Your Voice Count!
Join The Heights today!
The Heights is looking for a few
dedicated people to work on BC's
only independent weekly newspaper.

Call

552-3512 or stop in McElroy 113

You Can Make a Difference!

Heights April

18,1989
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The beautiful weather enhanced the atmosphere of the Marathon for spectators who lined the streets along the race course in Cleveland Circle

Police Blotter...Police Blotter...Police Blotter
Saturday, March 8

B:33am Report filed on harassing

Report taken on a past
suspicious person in the upper
campus.

2:23pm EMT officer responds to
the upper campus on a report of an
injured party. Upon arrival the

12:14am

-

12:49am While on routine patrol
an officer locates a trail of blood.
Investigation found that a student
had sustained a hand laceration in
an off-campus residence. Victim was
-

EMT officers and
transported to St. Elizabeth's for
further treatment.

treated by

-

phone calls.

victim was treated and transported
to St. Elizabeth's for further
treatment.
-

to a motor

vehicle.

6:oopm Report taken on a larceny
-

from a motor vehicle. Stolen was a
license plate.

I:sBam Report filed on a police
service, other agent assist.

confiscated

3:29am

-

7:22pm

B:2Bpm

-

Report filed

on

a

Report filed on kegs

-

at

Alumni Stadium.

Report filed on a police

service.

Report filed on a
confiscated keg in the St. Ignatius
Lot.
10:38pm

Report filed on harassing

phone calls.

at

Walsh Hall.

-

-

Report filed on harassing

Sunday, March 9

phone calls

at

Duchesne.

12:52am Report filed on vandalism
at Kostka Hall. Broken was a

-

EMT Officer responds to
the Plex on a report of an injured
party. Upon arrival the victim was
transported to St. Elizabeth's for
treatment of an eye injury.
3:23pm

-

EMT Officer responds to
Walsh Hall and treats and transports
astudenttoSt. Elizabeth's for further
treatment of a head injury.
3:55pm

window.
EMT Officer responds to

Walsh Hall and files a medical
student who sustained
a hand laceration. Victim was
treated and transported to St.
Elizabeth's for further treatment.

-

I:23am EMT Officers respond to
Duchesne East on a report of an
intoxicated female. Upon arrival the
victim was transported to the
-

Infirmary for treatment of an alcohol

overdose.
-

EMT Officer responds to

Hillside Con a report of an injured

party. Upon arrival the victim was

treated and transported for further

smoke detector was activated from
candles on a birthday cake.
12:12pm EMT Officer responds to
Higgins Hall on a report of an
injured employee. Upon arrival
Newton Rescue was called and the
victim was transported to Newton
Wellesley Hospital for treatment of
a back injury sustained in a fall.
-

EMT Officer responds to
Walsh Hall on a report of an injured
party. Upon arrival the victim was
treated for a burn on the hand and
was transported to St. Elizabeth's for
further treatment.
5:36pm

-

7:oopm Report filed on a harassing

report on a

2:olam

SEE NEW ENGLAND AND GET PAID FOR IT!
Excellent summer job opportunity for quality
minded, clean cut individuals. 35mm camera
experience helpful but ability to represent us
in a very professional manner and positive attitude more important. Must be available May
and June weekends, some weekdays and have
access to a car.
CALL 262-1909.

I:sopm

phone calls.

I:l7am

6:lopm

student.
-

phone calls

-

confiscated keg from Hillside B.

-

-

12:39am Report filed on harassing

4:lspm Report taken on vandalism

Newton Rescue was called and the
victim was transported to St.
Elizabeth's for treatment of a leg
injury.

11:37pm Report filed on harassing

-

-

2:36am
Report filed on a
suspicious person identified as a

-

-

I:27am
Officers identify a
suspicious person and escort them
from campus.
-

Auxiliary Officers in
Hillside A file a report on a
confiscated keg.
11:06pm

-

Monday, March 10

phone call.
B:l7pm

12:17am

Report filed on harassing
at Newton campus.

-

Report filed on a
suspicious person in the upper
campus identified as a student.

phone calls

12:57am Report filed on an alarm
problem.

3:l6am

property at Stuart Hall.

12:40am

8:01 am

-

-

-

Report filed on a past

traffic accident.
7:53am Report filed on a suspicious
person in Carney Hall.
-

Tuesday, March 11
-

Report filed on recovered

EMT Officer responds to
Walsh Hall on a report of an ill party.
Upon arrival the injured party was
transported to the clinic for the
treatment of an unknown ailment.
-

treatment of a head injury.
B:o6am

B:soam Report filed on harassing

Boston Fire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Edmonds Hall. Investigation found
that the system was accidentally
activated by people working on the

phone calls.

elevator.

7:lsam

-

Report filed on a police

service.
-

-

Officer responds to
Medeiros Hall on a report of an ill
employee. Upon arrival the victim
was transported to the clinic for
treatment of an unknown ailment.
9:ooam

-

9:o3am Newton Fire and Officers
repond to Carney Hall for an alarm
of Fire. Investigation found that a pull
station had been activated causing
a false alarm.
-

9:3oam EMT Officers respond to
the service building on a report of
an injured party. Upon arrival
-

10:54am-NewtonFire and Officers
respond to an alarm of fire at O'Neill
Library. Investigation found that a

Rock with

10:50am

-

Officer responds

to

McGuinn Hall and takes a larceny
report. Stolen was a pocketbook
later recovered in a trash barrel.

I:2lpm Report filed on a student
who received threatening letters.
-

3:3opm Report taken on a past hit
-

and run traffic accident.
5:43pm Report filed on recovered
-

property.

6:55pm

-

problem.

Report filed on a traffic

?
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MUSIC
at

MIDDAy
Tuesday
Gasson 100
French Songs
of Love and
Springtime
performed by Letitia Blain

Classies... .Classies... .Glassies... .Glassies....

or 527-3617.

Mother's Helper Newton. Needed
from May Ist to July 31st to care for
two girls ages 3 & 7 two afternoons
a week, about 10 hours a week. Light
housekeeping. Must have own car.
Please call Sue or Tom, 527-2094.
THINK SUMMER NOW! Work with
children in a warm setting. General
staff, archery specialist, newspaper
editor, WSI (scholarship for
certification available). Call Andy,
-

642-8666.

SUMMER JOBS Central America
Outreach Canvass. 4-10pm wkdays,
Sat 12-spm. $40-$BO/day. Full orPT,
Summer or Year Round. Call Marian
at CASA in Harvard Square,
?

492-8699.

$8.00-$lO.OO/hr. Trainer/Foreman
positions available in residential/
commercial painting firm. Must

have minimum one season
experience with an established
painting company. Part-time work
available in spring; Full-time this
summer. Call 964-7021.
Federal Jobs
Get Federal Career Opportunities,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 $ current
and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call 1-800-822-JOBS ext.
210.

Center for Study of Effective
Organizations (Kenmore Square)
needs male participants for research
on small work groups. Time
1 3/4
hours. Pay
$12.50 & chance of
bonus; public transportation
reimbursed. To schedule appointment, leave message: 269-8720.
Babysitter Needed spring and
summer, Sat. evening and one
evening during the week. Location
near Newton Campus. Call Eve
?

?

965-7926.
THE COUNTRY CLUB. Hiring part

time banquet staff. Flexible
scheduling and shuttle service from
'T' Mr. Reese, Mr Padulsky,
734-5509.

THE COUNTRY CLUB Hiring full
time summer snack bar attendants.
$6.00 per hour. Mr. Reese or Mr.
Padulsky, 734-5509.
2:30-6:3opm for May and early June.
On B line. One 18 month old
R* liable morning childcare needed

Call &

Magruder (964-6069).

Babysitter needed for summer. Live
in or out or room and board in
exchangefor babysitting. 969-6760.
Babysitter needed for spring (end of
spring to beginning of fall semester)
to care for one boy 21 months and
one girl 4 months M-F from 4:30
until roughly 8:00. Two or three days
a week is also a possibility. Short
walk from BC Law School. Call
964-0418.
Wanted Student to houseclean 4-5
hrs. One day per week. Time is at the
convenience of the student. One
floor home, one block from Roberts
Center. $6/hr. May through August.
Call D/E 566-7065.
Chiidcare/Household AssistantWANT TO STAY IN BOSTON THIS
SUMMER? Room and board plus
weekly salary. Private furnished sth
floor apartment in family home
includes living room overlooking
Marlborough Street, kitchen, private
bath, huge skylight. 30 hour work
week, very flexible hours. Please call
536-3447 for an interview.
References required.
Loving little girls, 4 and 6 would like
a live in babysitter in exchange for
part of or all of room and board.
Private room and bath. Walking
distance to campus and "T"
Available Sept. 566-3095.
Friendly Newton Family wants to
exchange room and board for
babysitting. Five year old twins and
seven year old. Private room and
bath. 1 mile from "T" Call Ellen
Kass-527-8479.
DREAM MACHINE Watertown
Mall/Cashiers ?part-time $5-6/ hr.
Days/Nights. Please apply in person.

Childcare $6/hr one 11

year old
afternoons M-F. Beginning Sept. or
if available this May and June also.
One block from T, Newton, Call
Barbara after 7pm. 244-3411.
SUMMER BABYSITTER wanted
Flexible hours approximately 25
hours/week. 2/2 year old and 4 mo.
old. One mile from Law School. Call
Debbie. 965-6323.
-

$30 Plus bonuses per day We need
50 students to work on Cape Cod
this Spring and Summer. Talk to the
tourist and get rich. Call Mr.

Dickens. 508-790-2346.

HELP WANTED: SPECIAL EVENT
STAFF Men and women aged 21 and
over wanted to help implement an
entertainment event in July in

Graduation Party?
ask about our Special Deli Platter.
(617) 492-2522

sampling and marketing programs.
downtown Boston. Hourly and daily 527-7807.
Internships
marketing
in
and
Sat. and Sun. Must have car.
pay.
needed $8.00/
special event planning also Summer babysitter
hour plus expenses. Great
mornings or afternoons for 2Vi and experience
Pinnacle
and fun. Call WAVE
available. Contact
7 month old boys. Walk from law PROMOTIONS.
Promotions at 703-739-9288.
Leave message for
school. Call Judy 332-3821.
(617) 254-1556.
Jana.
Think Summer ! Come on vacation
Babysitter needed Mon. & Wed. Wanted: Nonsmoking female to
to the White Mountains with us Aug
girl. $4/hr. 254-4741.
care for 8 year old girl during
sth to Aug 20th and help take care adorable
01 <->ur 2 children ages 5 & 9. We
Live-in mother's helper, housework summer. Hours: Mon-Thurs: 3-7pm;
hike, swim, watch movies, play and child care, flexible hours, private Fri: 12noon-6pm (some flexibilityin
tennis, etc... If necessary we will
room and bath, one year hours). Would consider Job Sharing
provide room and board for all or commitment, start June 1, between two students. Salary
non-smoker. Call 965-6369.
negotiable. Newton location nearT.
some of the summer. Please call
Phone
Roz after 9pm at 964-4077.
496-5235.
HAVE FUN WITH KIDS THIS
Babysitter for two children. SUMMER!! If you lovekids and have GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's
Summer 1989, flexible hours,
childcare experience, we have great hottest restaurant-bar complex.
walking distance to BC. Laundry jobs taking care of kids part time or Interview weekend, Saturday, April
facilities available. Call Gail at full time in their homes this summer. 22, 11-6, Sunday April 23, noon-5.
527-3617 or 969-9301 (leave $6.00-$B.OO per hour. Call Parents in Season May 25-Sept. 4 and more.
Corner of West Main and Sea Streets,
message at Children's Art
a Pinch, 739-KIDS.
Hyannis,MA.COME ON DOWN!.
Company).
Enthusiastic person for in-store
WONDERFUL
BROOKLINE
FAMILY near Cleveland Circle needs
nonsmoking sitter, preferably with
driver's license. Afternoons and/or
evenings for now or summer or
future. We'd love for you to be part
today
of our family ! Live in or out. Call
-731-9245.
New England
SUMMER POSITION Part time,
811 Boylston Street
Newton Highlands, 25 hrs. plus.
acnooi
Childcare, May-August. M,W,
Boston, MA 02116
7:30-5:00, Thurs. 7:30-2:30. Flexible,
1 yr. old girl and, 4 yr old sister after
Lie. by Comm. of Mass. Department of Education
camp. Near Green Line. Call Shelley
Member Mass. Assoc,

Learn Bartending this
Summer... can
W

gifl

(617)247-1600
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Wanted: student for academic year
1989-90 to live in and exchange
babysitting for room and board.
Walking distance to BC. Parking
available. (Possibly to begin summer
1989). Call: 969-9301 (leave
message at Children's Art Company)

beginning September 1989. Monday
Wednesday, and Friday from 8:00 to
9:15 am for three school-age
children. Newton Corner area. Own
transportation necessary. Excellent
salary. If interested please call Leezie

'

HELP WANTED

M
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Classies... .Glassies... .Classies... .Classies....
PART TIME SUMMER JOB Newton
Center family needs person to care
for two children, ages 5 and 7, from
4:oopm to 6:3opm Mon.-Fri. starting
end of June. Car not necessary.
Salary negotiable. Call Betsy or Jim
at 244-3784.
-

COME PLAY WITH OUR KIDS
Part-time babysitter wanted to play
with adorable 2 year old girl and her
babv brother. Good pay. Flexible
hours Lots of fun' Summer and

beyond. Call Carrie

965-3245
BROOKLINE FAMILY offers free
room and board in exchange for
childcare. Close to BC. Available
May or September. Call 232-5912.
at

Part-time Summer Child Care
Needed for toddlers and baby in
friendly Newton home. Flexible
hours-perfect for summer school
student. Near T. 244-2666.
WANTED Energetic and enthusiastic
students for the Bellotti CAMPAIGN
Committee. If interested in
volunteering, contact Shelley at
558-9135.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER, COMPUTER, AND
VCR REPAIR. FREE PICK-UP.
361-6868

The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly
Tuesday evening. 7:3opm McGuinn
340. Friends and supporters
welcome. Always confidential. For
more information write to LGCBC
Box Lll2.
Donna Leigh's Typing Service.
Prices students can afford; half-mile
from campus. Call 738-9607.

The Alternative Beat, DJ's available
for upbeat college dances and
parties with modern attitude.
Progressive, New Wave, Industrial,
Acid House, and more 80's dance
music. Call 629-9491 or 262-6377.
TMI Student Travel offers discount
major
international airfares
airlines, not charters personalgroup
ized trip planning
discounts ?617/367-3311.
?

?

?

SHARON WOLPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE Letters,
reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my speciality. All work laserprinted. 24 hour rush service
available. Call Sharon Wolpert at
(617) 738-6442.
APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
CAPE COD SUMMER 1989
Housemates needed to help fill
summer rental 3 bed-2 bath condo
on West Yarmouth/Hyannis town
line! Other properties available too!
Call Matt 964-2933.
?

SUMMER SUBLET
1-3 females needed to share 2
5 min.
bedroom South St. apt.
walk from campus, just off Comm.
Ave. Sunny, big rooms, very clean,
Dartially furnished. Dishwasher,
laundry, parking. Available
May-Sept. Reasonable rent. Please
call 782-6840 and leave a message.
Looking for 2 bedroom summer
sublet. Boston or surrounding area.
Near T, well lit, safe area. Price
range ?$850 or less. Call (413)
546-7729 or (413) 546-7870.
Wanted to sublet: Efficiency
apartment for month of July. Call
collect 1-317-563-3789 after s:oopm

$850.00; modern 1 bed nearT, 2 pkg
spaces, dishwasher & disposal &
pool $875; 2 bed in Chandler Pond,
w/w, dishwasher, pkg, pool, $1051;
2 bed near T, great for 3, hrdwd
floors & very sunny $1050.00; 2 bed
on Comm. Ave. near Chansky's,
eat-in-kitchen, great for 3 or 4
$1150.00; 2 bed in Cleveland Circle,
eat-in-kitchen, laundry $1300.00; 3
bed near Cleveland Circle, disposal,
hardwood floors $1500.00; 3 bed on
Comm
Ave , eat-in-kitchen,
dishwasher, disposal, great for 6
$2150.00 xtra iarge 3 bed on
Comm. $1400.00; 4 bed great foi
large groups $1700.00; 4 bed
duplex, modern kitchen, great for 5
or 6 $2150.00. Many more
apartments available. We also have
summer sublets! The Mackin
Group, Inc. 1238 A Comm. Ave.

739-9030.
Summer sublet w/ great porch for
BBQ's 2 bedroom for 4, May rent
free, $800/month, $200 per person,
119 Sutherland (near Chansky's)
?

730-8180.

Summer Sublet 2 Bedroom Apt. on
Comm Ave. Next to B,C,D T-lines,
also near 2 BC shuttle stops. Rent
Negotiable Call 738-5186.
summer sublet
Brighton
space for female in 2 bed. condo.
Available end May-end August. Rent
negotiable. Across from T-line & BC
shuttle stop. Juliene 789-4353.
CHEAP SUMMER HOUSE: Crosby
Rd.: Great location (5 min. walk to
campus), backyard, backporch,
spacious living area, furnished,
parking. $250/mo. Call 332-1504 (Pat
?

?

or EJ).

Summer Sublet: 1 bedroom condo,
brand new, sunny, furnished, kitchen
with d.w. & microwave. Security
alarm & parking if necessary. Right
on the B-line. Avail mid May (free)
to Aug. 31 Call 782-6791 Molly or

Bridget.

Wanted.. .2 female roommates to
share spacious 5 bedroom
apartment with 3 juniors next
year...have your own bedroom! 1
block from Chansky's on Comm.
Ave.
reasonable rent
Call
?

B-line and C-line and BC bus. Cali
ROOMATES NEEDED for excellent
summer at the CAPE. Specifically
Hyannis. Call soon for more details.
Preferably after 11pm on weeknights.
Call Jan at 730-8365.
Newton Charming sunnv and
private bedroom studio in house.
Screened in porch, eat in kitchen,
washer/dryer. 1 car parking. $675 all
utilities.
33 2-8794

with easy commute to
Harvard by car or MTA. September
'89-Summer '90. Call (Conn)
203/486-2250.

apartment

STUDIO: Quiet, non-smoker,
female, Cotton St. opposite lower
campus. Cathedral ceilings, 11 by 19,

all utilities, limited kitchen, A/C,
parking space. Babysitting available.
$560.00/month. Available June or
Sept. Call 332-0909 or 444-3838.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
exchange for 15-20 hours per week
of babysitting, light household
chores, cleaning or cooking in
private homes, walking distance to
BC. Call now for FALL placement.
Summer placement also available.
Separate apartment situations
available for couples. The Student
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.

-

730-8246.

?

today! 558-8737 or 558-9361.
Want to stay in Boston this
summer? Rent free Back Bay
apartment in family home plus

salary.

Childcare/Household

BRIGHTON/BROOKLINE spacious
3-bdrm, eat-in-kitchen, wood floors,
porch,parking, access to B & C lines,
ht. & wt. incl. $1100. Avail, lune 1,

30 hour work
weekyery flexible. Private furnished

sth floor apartment includes living

room overlooking

Marloroush

Street, kitchen, private bath, huge
bath, huge skylight. Please call
536-3447 for interview. References
required.

Personals
"A Night in Asia" exotic Asian food,
dance
with
entertainment.
exceptional DJ sounds. Everyone
welcome, by BCASIA $5 door, $4

731-9864

Assistant position

FOR SALE

advance

Denon DRA-35V stereo receiver. 1
year old. $350.00 new. Best offer.
Denon DP-7F turntable. 1 year old.
$200 new. Best offer.

T.M. Hope you are feeling better
soon. We all miss you in our living
room.
Love
fl.
Bth

Festival of Friendship
April 22, 1989
8:00 am 3:00 pm

Apartments !!! V. Lge. charming Ibd
across st. from school $1000 Good
for 3 -avail June-Sept. Beaut,
renova'd studio 2001 Comm Ave for
June $675 Ibd 875 good for
2 Lge. mod 1 bd condo pool phg
-

-

-

overlooks Chandler's Pond off Lake
St. good for 2 Sept. $875. 2bd
1000. Mod lage 2bd good for 3
1700 block $1000. Lge. mod 2bd. on
Lothian Rd. off Chiswick good for 4
$1000 htd. Gorg 2 bd in brick hse
w/ phy good for 3 $1100. Gorg. 3
bd on Chiswick $1200 for June
$1500 for Sept. Mod. 3bd for June
nr Clev Circle good for 4 $1200.
Beaut. 3-4bd houses steps from
school whp.f. p's full d/r good for
6-7 $1950.2&3 bds at Town Estates
condos off Lake St. pool-pkg.
$1000-1500. Mod 4bd V/i baths
whg.f.p. 1700 block good for 5 htp.
Absol. gorg 4 bed hse 2 baths
yd pkg lawn good for 5 $2175 off
1700 block on quiet lovely st. MANY
MANY MORE APTS condos &
hses avail please call or drop by our
office located right across street !!!
Next Move Realty 27A Comm Ave
next to White Mountain Creamery
527-6655.
Summer
Sublet
1999
Commonwealth Ave. One bedroom
apartment, living room, eat-in
kitchen, bathroom, washer/dryer in
building, T&bus stop out front, 5
campus.
walk to
minute
$700/month. Call Rick 783-9688.
-

HELP BRIGHTEN A SPECIAL
CHILD'S DAY!

-

-

SET UP STARTS AT
10:00pm FRIDAY NIGHT

-

Going on Leave? Visiting couple
(nonsmoking, no pets, no kids) seeks
small, nicely furnished house or

Pacicane $475.00 new. Best offer.
Call Steve at 558-9044 (messages).
BED MATTRESS Great condition.
Asking $65. Buy now for next year.
Call 558-9301.
Feeling claustrophobic ? Buy my loft
bed and give yourself some
breathing room. Fits any regular twin
mattress and stands approximately
5'7" off the ground Solidly built.
Asking $85. Please call Cindie

734-0398.

IF YOU MISSED THE VOLUNTEER
MEETINGS CONTACT:
DENISE at 730-5806
or ANNE at 558-5885

-

-

-

-

R

-

R

-

R

-

Ring

"Hi I'm Florence Mitchell your AT&T Student
Campus Manager here at Boston College.
I would like to tell you how AT&T can help
lower your long distance bills. I can also
answer any of your long distance questions.
The best time to reach me is between 8:00 a.m.
and 10:00 a.m. but you can call anytime
964-6023."

ROOMMATES NEEDED 1 or 2 this
summer only $230/per person! .
Includes spacious carpeted rooms
and full, modern kitchen. Close to

An education for those who can't look the other way.

?

or (617) 762-6494.

Apartments Near BC Available
September: Studio in Cleveland
Circle, dishwasher, disposal &
balcony $675.00; Studio near T,
furnished, $550.00; one bed in
Cleveland Circle, modern kitchen &
bath, w/w, porch & dishwasher

'Jak
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Ifyou gain satisfaction
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
from reaching out and
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
helping others, NortheastBoston, MA 02115.
ern University has a special
place for you. At BostonMasterof Science
Bouve Collegeof Human
Programs
DevelopmentProfessions
Counseling Psychology
you can learn to assist
Exercise Sciences
othersrealize theirfull
Human Resource
potential.
Counseling
Most of our programs are
Physical Education
offered on a part-time or full- Recreation, Sport, and
time basis combining classFitness Management
-RehabilitationCounseling
room theory with practical,
hands-on experience.
Speech-Language Pathology
& Audiology
.

.

.

?

?

Vand

More!!

FREE BROCHURE
BEST IMAGE
15 Moreland Ave.
Dedham, MA 02026
617-329-2755
,
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Ray-Ban, Vuarnet, Revo

Master of Education
Programs
Counseling
Consulting Teacher of
Reading
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Development
Rehabilitation
Administration
Special Education
NondegreeCertification
Programs
'Counseling
Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
«\u25a0?\u25a0?»\u25a0\u25a0.
Special Education
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A PIECE OF PYE

the Heights

ggg,

This is the last slice of Pye for the year, no fancy toppings, no whip cream, just
me. It has been an honor and a privilege to serve as your President. This has been
one of the best experiences of my life.

Just as there are preferences to opening Christmas packages (from the "ripping
apart" method to the "save the paper method") so, too, are there different styles
of leadership. Once elected as President, I ran the UGBC the best way I thought
it could be run. I surrounded myself with gifted people and thus molded the Pye
administration. Two things I have learned are that you can't please everyone and
don't take things personally.
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Many a time, the UGBC has taken priority over my academic life, social life
and love life. It's a tough job, but the rewards far outweigh the hardships. I encourage
all of you, especially women and AHANA students, to seriously consider running
for President. There are no regrets.

Finally, I'd like to thank David McAuley, the Executive Vice President, and the
rest of the UGBC cabinet and staff for a successful year. The UGBC is only as good
as the support it receives from the student body.
Take care and God bless!

j

//

Dear Fellow Students,
As Finals loom closer by the day, and as the current UGBC Administration
winds down, I thought it would be appropriate to thank some very important people
for the help and support they have given UGBC Student Services since its inception
in the Spring of 1988. First and foremost, the executive board of UGBC Student
Services deserves enormous thanks for implementing the advocacy and student
rights programs and services that ensured our success throughout the year:
?Neal Bruce and Karen O'Malley, as division directors, saw to it that the
objectives of the undergraduate government and the student body were pursued and
met. Their enthusiastic professionalism amplified your concerns to the
administration and acheived unparalleled results in all areas of student life.
?Amy Anderson, Student Rights Coordinator, was the driving force behind the
metamorphosis of our "experimental" judicial advisement network into a vitally
permanent facet of the Student Judicial System.
?Department Coordinators Alana Chun and Dana Weninger also exercised
their impressive leadership and organizational talents in the supervision of over
100 student volunteers who contributed throughout the year.
Next, the members of the Administrative Relations, Student Relations, and
Student Rights staffs deserve immeasurable thanks for working hard at breaking
down the barriers between the administrative and student bodies of Boston College,
and for addressing and resolving so many of the problems and concerns that afflicted
B.C. students throughout the year.
Finally my sincerest thanks go to the University administrators who
generously gave of their time and of themselves to ensure that their departments
and programs remained sensitive to student needs. I'd like to especially thank Dean
Sherwood and all of the members of the Office of the Dean for Student
Development, who provided us with invaluable advice and encouragement.
So long 8.C., and thanks for the memories!

Tonyvarona
Vice President for Student Services

April 18, 1989
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UGBC'S LAST LECTURE OF 1989

April 26,1989
2 p.m.

STAY TUNED
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You have reached the UGBC Student Services
ACTIONLINE
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Memorable quotes and messages from this year
(certain language has been edited and names omitted).
On the lighter side
.

.

0

.

"I was wondering if it would be possible to exterminate all BC men."
"I am disgusted with you people. All you do is sit down there in that office of yours
in McElroy and sell people soda for 60c
Thank you for this line, this is the biggest release for me."
"All you UGBC people are a bunch of bleeding heart liberals."
"My roommate never shaves his legs and it's really making me sick.
And he even walks around campus in shorts! I'm sure you've seen him
ehw
"Close the Stylus, close the Consensus, the Observer is the only paper that should be
allowed to stay on this campus. And by the way, dump Mass PIRG."
.

.

.

?
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On the more serious side

.

.

.

"Nobody in Gonzaga has gotten mail in the mailroom for the past two weeks."
"BC shouldn't be so cheap
they should give every room a garbage can. We pay
$17,000 and we should be able to get a garbage can."
"Everywhere you go around here now, it's computers. That's the problem
at BC now, lack of humans."
"Walsh grocery store sells cans of Coke that you cant open. Here, we're going to do a
demonstration for you
(noises like somebody trying to get a can of Coke
open with a hammer)
SEE?!!"
"I just called Escort and asked them for a ride and they told me to walk."
.

.

.
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What's wrong at BC?
Call the UGBC Student Services
24 Hour ACTIONLINE 552-8008
Amy Anderson, UGBC Student Services
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Watch the Eagle's Eye for
events and details!
ARTS HOTLINE- 552-4000
INFOLINE 552-2508

EAGLE'S
EYEBostnOf

by the School of Nursing (Carol
Hartman R.N., D.N.Sc. x4259).
7-11pm Paul Loeb Lecture,
McGuinn 121. Sponsored by
UGBC.
7:3opm Lecture: Speaking of
God, Gasson 309. Prof. Thomas
Groome leads an open
discussion about the use of
inclusive language in liturgy,
scripture,
and theology.
Sponsored by College Theology
Club (Ray Vaillancourt,

coleg

NOTICE:
This Month is A.I.D.S.
AWARENESS MONTH [See
Color Entries], all A.I.D.S.
events are sponsored by
Housing Office Contact: Ron
Hammnnri xlOhQn
This Week is Environmental
Awareness Week [See Boxed
-

,

the Weights

April 18, 1989

558-8557).
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay

Tuesday

18

10am-Bpm Senior Week Ticket
Sales, Murray Conference
Room. Bring 8.C.1.D., valid
license and your lottery ticket.
10am-4pm Tabling, Dustbowl.
Please visit our table to learn
I)What is
more about:
happening in the Rain forests, 2)
the slaughter of dolphins by the

Community at BC Meeting,
McGuinn 340. Meets weekly.
Friends
and supporters
welcome. Always Confidential.
More info: x 2979 or Box Lll2.
Bpm AIDS Presentation, 80
Commonwealth
Avenue
Lounge.

7:30 & 10pm Movie: Bird,
McGuinn Auditorium. One
night only. You and a guest get
in for free with a 8.C.1.D.
Bpm AIDS Presentation, 110
Commonwealth
Avenue

This revival,
directed by J. Paul Marcoux,
re-examines the role of the
British imperialism in the
eighteen sixties in an attempt to
understand what Oriental cult
ure has given to the West as
Lounge.
10pm Wed. Night Mass, well as how Westerners affected
Manresa House. A community the people of a 'strange land'
Eucharist open to the university. once know as Siam. Sponsored
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci, by the University Theater
S.J., 739-0224).
(Bunny Doyle x4609).
Bpm McElroy Coffeehouse,
McElroy Cafe. (Sponsored by

Wednesday
19 Thursday

10am-Bpm Senior Week Ticket
industry. (Environmental Sales, Murray Conference
Room. Bring 8.C.1.D., valid
Action Center, x3475).
10-11pm Job Search Workshop license and your lottery ticket.
Part I, Career Center. Learn 3-4pm Resume Writing
how to locate information about Workshop, Career Center.
careers and job responsibilities.
4pm Hillel Meeting, McElroy
111. All welcome! (Steffan,
(x3430).
Career Center.
558-8070).
12-Ipm Resume Writing
4-s:3opm Music Ministry
Workshop, Career Center.
1-2pm Interview Workshop, Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies.
Career Center.
I:3opm Lecture: Seymour Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Martin Lipset, McGuinn Group. (Contact: Chris LaFond
and Laetitia Blain 552-4667).
Auditorium. 'Social ConditClub Leaders
ioning of Democracy.' (Prof. 4:30-6pm
O'Connell
Meeting,
Transition
Eliza Willis, 3584/4160).
meeting
House.
Recommended
1:30-2:30pm Summer job
out-going
in-coming
and
Search Workshop, Career for
presidents
to assist them
club
Center.
transition
important
the
with
4pm Environmental Action
year.
by
next
Sponsored
into
Center Meeting, McGuinn 108.
and
SPAC.
Computer ODSD
4:30-s:3opm
Majors
Science
Junior Meeting, spm Boston College Women's
Fulton, SOM Honors Lounge. In Network Meeting, McGuinn
conjunction with the SOM 410. (Julie Temple 782-6615) .
Academics, the Career Center 5-6pm The Holistic Commwill present a preview of unity, on WZBC Radio. Join
campus recruiting and a panel Victor Venskis as he explores
of seniors will discuss their job subjects such as dreams, astral
projection, and reincarnation.
search experiences.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show. 5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
a half hour of traditional Irish appetizers, desserts (using
folk music brought to you by points), music and entertainWZBC and the Irish Society. ment offered. Co-sponsored by
(Christine Tierney, 558-5800 or Italian Club and ODSD (x8005).
6pm BC Democrats Meeting,
Courtney x3511).
6-9:3opm Mendel Club Annual Gasson 301. Regular Meeting,
Spring Banquet, Trustees Board open to the entire Boston
College Community. (Thomas
Room.
7-Bpm Blow Pipes and A. Guida 558-8550).
Bulldozers, Gasson3os. Video 7pm Star Trek IV, Gasson 305.
tape describing the plight of the Sponsored by the EnvironPenan Indians, one of the last mental Action Center. Come
remaining rain forests tribes of and view the great whales and
Malaysia. They are facing learn about the destruction of
disease, starvation and ultimate dolphins by the tuna industry.
extinction
due to the Sign our petition to stop this
destruction of their forest. cruelty. (Eleanor MacLellan,
Sponsored
by
the x 3475).
Environmental Action Center 7-9pm Visiting Scholar Lecture:
Keynote Address 'Scholarship
(Eleanor MacLellan x3475).
Nursing,' Gasson Hall.
and
7pm Womynfire Meeting,
Rozella Schlotfeldt,
Speaker:
127.
Feminist
McElroy
Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., Professor
support/discussion group.
7-B:3opm Eastern Orthodox and Dean Emeritus. Reception
Christian Fellowship, Carney to follow. Sponsored by the
002. Join us for prayer and School' of Nursing (Carol
fellowship in the faithful Hartman R.N., D.N.Sc. x4259).
tradition of the early church. All 7:30-9pm B.C. Pro-Life
are welcome.
Coalition Movie, Gasson 209.
7-9pm Visiting Scholar Lecture: 7:3opm Adult Children of
Keynote Address 'Scholarship Alcoholics Meeting, Gasson
and Nursing,' Gasson Hall. 215. (ODSD, x3470).
Speaker: Rozella Schlotfeldt, 7:3opm Evening Prayer,
Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., ProfManresa House, 188 Beacon St.
essor and Dean Emeritus. (Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
Reception to follow. Sponsored S.J., 739-0224).
tuna

3:30-4:3opm Job Search
Workshop Part 11, Career
Center. Job Search II helps you
'put it all together,' by teaching
you how to organize your job
search and locate potential
employers beyond the campus
recruiting program. (x3430).
Accounting
4:30-s:3opm

Majors Junior Meeting, Fulton:
SOM Honors Lounge. In
conjunction with the SOM
Academics, the Career Center
will present a preview of
campus recruiting and a panel
of seniors will discuss their job
search experiences.
5:30-10pm Senior Week Ticket
Sales, Murray Conference
Room. Bring 8.C.1.D., valid
license and your lottery ticket.
5:30-7pm Weekly Spaghetti
Dinner, Murray House.
Traditional Italian dinner every
Thursday with all the pasta,
bread, salad and soda you w ant
for just $2! Please join us, only
three dinners left! (Carol

x

Firicano 8460).
5-6pm Radio Program. Can U
Feel it? Buddha G. deeps
dropping the hip-hop beats on
WZBC. Change the channel to
WZBC, 90.3 FM.
6pm AIDS Presentation, Mod

12-A.

6:3opm Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship, St. Joe's Chapel. A

student-run Christian worship
and fellowship time. (Marty or
Lynne 527- 3690).

7pm

The Emerald

Forest,

Gasson 305. View a film
showing the effect of rain forest
destruction on indigenous
peoples. Sign our petition to
stop this disaster. (Eleanor
MacLellan x3475).
7pm Protestant Students'
Dinner, TBA. Contact person:
Rev. Anita Lofgren-Nuboer,
734-6149 or Chaplaincy Office.
7:3opm Lecture: Jesus' Sermon
on the Mount, Higgins 304.
Speaker will be Georg Strecker,
Professor of New Testament
Studies at Georg-AugustUniversitat Gottingen, Federal
Germany.
of
Republic
by
the Theology
Sponsored
Department (Prof.

x3880).

Fitzmyer

Bpm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
$4 students and $5 adults.

travel to Hollywood to be come
rich and famous, and are chased
by the evil Doc Hopper.
'Would you like to smell the

bottle-cap?!' Sponsored by the
Film Board.
Bpm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
$5 students and $6 adults.
Sponsored by the University
Theater (Bunnv Doyle x4609).

Saturday

ODSD/SPAC).
9pm-12am Lyons Cafe, Rat.

22

Sponsored by UGBC

Friday

of
Festival
Friendship, Flynn Rec Plex,
FreeA Carnival like fair for 250
special needs children from the
Boston area. If you would like
to volunteer, call Angela Teat at

9am-4pm

\u25a0

All Day Earth Day, Dustbowl. x3470
Come and enjoy the music and 7:30 & 10pm The Muppet
dancing on the dustbowl. Sign Movie, McGuinn Auditorium.
our petitions to 1) stop the Bpm The King and I, Robsham
slaughter of dolphins by the
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.
tuna industry and 2) save the $5 students and $6 adults.
people of the rain forest from Sponsored by the University
starvation and death due to Theater (Bunny Doyle x4609).
(Eleanor Mac
excessive logging.

Lellan

x3475).

11:30am Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, Gasson 215.

x

(ODSD, 3470).
12-Ipm Resume

Writing
Workshop, Career Center.

Sunday

(x3430).

2-3:3opm Career Life Planning,

Career Center. The first step in
planning your career: this
workshop will help you
examine your skills, interests
and values x 3430.
3-Bpm Senior Week Ticket
Sales, Murray Conference
Room. Bring 8.C.1.D., valid
license and your lottery ticket.
3:30-4:3opm Summer Job
Search Workshop, Career
Center." Learn how to obtain the
summer job you want. Sign up
in the Internship Office for one
of the seven workshops this
month.
4-Bpm Attitude Adjustment
Hour, Faculty Dining Room.
(Graduate Student Assoc, Tom

x

Camp, 8706)
5-6pm Crash Course. Turn on
WZBC, 90.3 FM, for sixty
thrashing minutes of music.

Thrash, hardcore and speed
metal every Friday.
7pm Asian Cultural Night,
O'Connell House. A buffet
dinner will be available
including Korean, Japanese,
Thai, Chinese and Filipino food.
The performers for the evening
will include a lion dance, a
karate demonstration, Chinese
painting, a flower dance, and a
origami demonstration. From
9pm-lam, a D.J. will be
playing. Tickets will be
available at the door and all are
welcome to attend.
7:30 & 10pm The Muppet
Movie, McGuinn Auditorium.
8.C.1.D. admits you and a friend
for free. Kermit and the gang

2pm The King and I, Robsham
Theater Arts Center Mainstage.

$4 students and $5 adults.

Sponsored by the University
Theater (Bunny Doyle x4609).
7pm The Muppet Movie, Barry
Arts Pavillion, Newton Campus.

Monday

24

11am-3pm Senior Week EXTRA
Murray
Sales,
Ticket
Conference Room. Bring B.C.
1.D., valid license and your

lottery ticket.
2-3pm Interviewing Workshop,

Career Center. x 3430.
3pm Coalition Against Nuclear
War Meeting, Cushing 210.
(Chaplaincy, 3475).
3:30-4:3opm Summer Job

x

Search Workshop, Career
Center. Learn how to obtain the
summer job you want. Sign up
in the Internsnip Office tor one
of the seven workshops this
month.
7pm AIDS Presentation,
Duchesne Lounge.

7-9:3opm Amnesty International Group Meeting, Campion
201.
B:3opm Women's Network
Meeting, McGuinn 410. (Julie

Temple

782-6615).

